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:_ I. Introduction

i_ In this report we ._t_mmarize the results of the research _.ffortt,

:::-_'.,-'" ' under Grant NSC_-I_.I_ from March 15, 1975 through November _0, l'JTb. The .....

_-- personnel involved in this project during this period were Prof. A,S. Will_ky,

::-2".-_- Dr. S. B. Gershwln, Mr, R. nueno, and Mr. E. Chow. Mr. Bueno and Mr. Chow

• _,..- are graduate studentsworRing towardsS.M, degree" and theses based on

:- t_-._r wo_l_ on this project will be forthcoming (February 1965 for Chow

;._= and September 1976 for Bueno) .........

:=_ Before we outline the report, we first describe Several other

_-_. , activities related to this grant. As we set it, the purpose of this

,_ research effort is to perform a fundamental study of the problem of failure

:"_..: detection and reliable system design for digltal aircraft control systems.

,'2

_._- The research efforts described herein represents a major step in this study!

- ?-

:*..- _ .. and at the end of this report we will outline several of the steD which .....

i.:,,_ will be examined next. In addition to this work, Prof. Willsky undertook

--_: a detailed survey of failure detection methods, and this effort culminated

:-=- in the survey paper [3], which is included as Appendix A. Also, during this

_:"_- time per_od, close contact was established with staff at the Charles Stark i

" j

!.::_- Draper Laboratory (in particular Mr. J. C. Deckert, Dr, J. J. Deyst, Jr._ .i

':_ and Dr. M. Desai) working on NASA Langley Contract NASI-13914. Specifically,

::-_._2 Prof. Willsky has been involved on a regular basis as a _onsulta_, and Mr.

..... E. Chow will Join the CSDL research staff on this project on a full-tlme

_.;.... bas_s be?Innln_ in mid-January. This project, which is of a more applied

nature than Grant NSG-1112, has complemented the research at the Elect_onic

--- Systems Laboratory quite well. The CSDL program has provided a test-bed for ,

2-2 "_
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many of the concepts developed at ESL; it has also suggested several new,

fund_ental issues which will be explored at ESL; the _SL _,roject has pro.-

vided a learnlng experience for graduat9 students who can thenflt into the-

.ongoing CSDL project; and, finally, the results of the CSDL study will

provide several important pieces in our overall effort to develop a fault-

tolerant control, system design methodology. We feel that the present

cooperative arrangemm_tbetween ESL and CSDL provides an ideal balance for

•_ research and develo_mentin this area..

Asbackground for the work described in this report, we refer the

reader to the earlier research report [2]. We review some o_ the notation

and-the problem formulation° We have concentrated our attention on four

.. basi_ ,,failure modes":

i. State step

x(k + I) = _(k + i, k)x(k) + w(k) + Gk+l,%_

z(k). _ H(k)x(k) + v(k)

2. State jump

-- . x(k + 1)= _(k + I, k)x(k) + w(k) + 6k+l,ev

z(k) = H(k)x(k) + v'k)

3. Sensor step

x(k+l) ,, O(k+l, k)x(k) + wlk) i
t

zlk) ', Hlklxlk) + vlk) + CYk,SV !

xlk +.I) =._(k + I, klxlk) + w(k)

Elk) = Hlk)xlk) + vlk) + _-k,_
i

" { '"
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..... We have proposed a number of other failure models, but have concontrat,_d

on these fou_i since they provide, a simple and analTtically tractab]_

framework for this basic study and also since i' is felt that detectors

• based on these models should be able to detect other failures (such as

"off failures"} o

Recall that the GLR approach involves the implementation of a

Kalman filter based end "no failure" assumption. In this case the filter

innovations take the form

T(k) = Gi(k! O)u + _(k}

where _ is the resldual if there is no failure, _ is the failure magnitude,

0 the failure time, and i the failure weds. The precomputable matrix

Gi(k! 8) is called the failur e signature and characterizes the way in which .

a failure of type i propagates through the system and filter. The GLR

system examines the residuals, determines if there is a failure, and then

estimates the time and magnitude of the failure, as well as deciding on

failure type° In order to keep the detector computationally tractsD£_,

we search over a "window of residuals" -- i.e. we restrict our estimate

- of 0 to lie in the range

k-M<O <k-N
g

= A slightly simplified version of GLR is simplified GLR (SGLR} in which one

_. hypothesizes a value for _, thus avoiding the problem of estimation of _°

•_- The ut_llt¥ of thls approach is that it is quite similar in performance
>

character_etlcs to GLR_ it requires less computation, and it is more readily

i analyzed than full GLR (see the next section}. _ :

_ In the previous report, we developed the basic GL_ and SGLR equations

"-ill
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_:.i for all four failure males, and described the first steps in developing

_= a GLR computer package. In this rel_rt we describe progress along

....z several lines. Section II deals with several analytical tr-'q that have

_zc been and are being developed in order to galn insight into the workings

_:.: of GLR and also to provide some tools for the inevitable design tradeoff

)_::i- studies. We consider the usual probabilities of false alarm and correct

!i:- detection, but we also define and consider several other probabilities of

.i:'_!i interest. One of these is called cross detection prob_ility, and it

:-if:; represents a measure of the indistinguishability of different failure

....:- modes. The other is wron_ ti_e detection (i.e. detecting a failure at ....
_y

..... the incorrect time). This is a useful piece of information in evaluating
, °

_:.r:

_. the overall performance of GLR, since, if some of the wrong time probabilities

_- axe large, one can improve overall detector performance by examining a

_:) window of values for 8. A number of issues involving these performance

i_ measures are discussed in Section If.
• o

:22 In Section llI we describe the test problem used in o_ studies. We 4

i_i_._" have used a second order, simplified .aodel of the longitudinal dynamics of

_:: the F-8 aircraft. In Section IV we discuss the application of the perform-

'i_:_ ante tools of Section IX to the test problem, and in Section V we describe

:::-_.,L the results of a set of simulation runs. We have attempted in this latter

_' section to describe t_le qualitative behavior of detector performance.

_:u Sectlon VI contains a description of the GL_ eomputer_.paukage that has been

?:-
:.'- developed. The present package allows one to perform a variety of analyt._eal

"_'- tests (Sec. If) and to simulate system per#_rmance. One can run s_veral

•!"i types of detectors simultaneousl_, t_u_ allowing a study of cross-detection

• :. behavior. Z, addition, one can design detr_,tors based on one system model

1
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'i" and can simulate its performance when the real systeln is different. This

4. option will allow us _o study the robustness of the detector.

.;. We note that the presentation given here is somewhat unpolished as .....

.. it represents a status and not a final report. Thus,. there are numerous - ._

loose ends and open questions throughout the report. We have collected

these in Section VII in which we describe the next tasks to be undertaken ................

More finished descriptions of our research_will be forthcoming (specifi-

......... tally, in the theses of Chow and Bueno).

: ,!
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II. Performance _.Lasure--and probability computations

In this section, w_ report our efforts in studyin_ the performance

of the GLR technique. We define the probabilities of correct detection,

_' false alarm, cross detection and wrong time as some measures of performance.

Sinoethese quantities provide incomplete evaluation of the detection
: i
o

scheme, their signifficance and limitations are discussed. It is shown

that these probabilities require the evaluation of chi squared and gaussian

in_grals for the full G_r_d simplified GLR respective1.'° Computational

algorithms for such probabilities are presented. _s an example of applying

these perforn_._ce measures, probabilities of correct detection_ and false

alarms for the second order model of the, F-8 aircraft are considered in I

: Section IV. Such analytic_I resu.._ will be verified .zthe s_muiation -

studies described in a later section (SectJ.on V). ...... i

The prck,abilities of correct detection (PD), false alarm (PF), cross

i detection (Pi/j} and wrong time (Pe/et) are defined as follows.

_- PD " Prob {E(k! 81 > _{a = _, v, _ m et)

- -_ - Prob lglk! %1 > £1a = i, g _ J, a * 6, V, e = et): "ilJ

.__ pe/St = Prob (g(k__1 > ¢la = B, _, 0 _ Ot)

where a denotes the failure mode t_at the GLR detector is based upon &nd

_- _ denotes the type of failure that actually occurs. Both _ and _ may take

._ the values I, 2, 3, or 4 re_resenting the four modes of failures. The value

" Of 0 for _ is used fOr the case that no _ailure occurs. Also, 8t is the

"_ t_ue t_e of failure! e Is the hypothesized time of fallure_ u is the true
1

.__ failure vector! and £ is the threshold.

.._'_
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i_ Thoro are many aSl_cts to the ovaluatton of a detoction scheme and

i_. a sinqla index is not sufficiont to indicate the quality of the schemo.

_. The above probabilities are some convenient quantities defined in order to

: study soma aspects of the GLR det_ctor performance. PD is the confidence .....>"

: that one would have in the deteot_r since it is th_ probability of detecting

- a failure when a failure actually occurred. PF measures the negative>",

,: quality of the detector as it is the probability that a failure is signaled

" while no failure has occurred. Both Pi/J and Ps/st are more subtle measures

_!_, of perfc.,_ance, since they pertain to the ability of the detector to dis-

_,_',,- tlnguish f_i lures of different types and different failure times respec-

_"_" tive;Ly.

"%7 Note that these probabilities are defined at each point in time

_-_ assumlng no knowledge of the _(k; %) at other times. It is clear that

-.,- _(k_ e) and _(j_ _1 are correlated whenever the interval,q [e, k] and [_, j]

_.: overlap, since the GLR detector operates over ranges of values of k and 8 ....

:";-' (both as real time and as hypothesized failure time vary), a better set

='::::; of performance measures might be "interval" versions of the probabilities

_z" defined earlier. For example, one might be interested in determining

/L
:-_,. probabilities such as

_. This is the probability that we will first detect the iailure at time k

i_:, and is extremely useful in evaluating delay time in detection.

_:_,!::._- The modifiud probabilities require _he _oi,t densitles of £(k_ 8)

;-_ and _(J! _1 which are difficult to compute in the full GLR case slnce

_:- (X2)-,,-. correlated noncentral Chl squared random varlable_ are involuted.

00000002-TSA09



However, in the _Impllfled _R case, E(k# 8) and t(.Ja _) are Jointly dt_-

trLbuted qaussian random variables, and the study of the modified probabil-

ities is easier in this case and _Jopefully wi!l lead to a better under-

standing of the full GLR. This study will _e included in the next report.

For the computation of the probabilities defined at the beginning _=.: :

of this section, the density functions of _(k_ 8) under the stated condi-

tions are required. It is shown in II.i that the full GLR is a noncantral

X2....random variable while the simplified GLR is a gausslan random variable
4_

2
(11.2). The computation of noncentral X probabilities is considered in ._

I_.3. The noncentrality parameter :(6 2) of the X2 density and the mean of

the guassian density of GLR systems re_lect the effect of the failures

on the _(k! e). In II.4, these parameters are examined under the condition

of correct detection.

ll.l Full GLR probability, density

Consider a detector that hypothesizes a type i failure with failure

time = e while an actual failure _ of type J occurred at et. The actual

residuals and GLR outputs then are given by i
i

_(k) = _((k) �Gj(k!e_.lv i

k 'I

m=8 i
k _

_(kl 8) -d'lk_ 8) Ci/i'llk_8/_ldlk_ e)

_. where

.t"
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".I._:i Gj(k! O) is the C, matrix correspondinq to a type J failure, (k) is the

_'.._ unbiased, white part of the re_iduale and

':.._

::) c I ilkf e/el -_ G'lm elV'llm] Gilm el

.": Note that Cilllk; e/e) = Clk; e) of a type i detector. .--

-= Since v'llm) is a positive definite symmetrix matrix, Ci/ilk; e/el

:::_ Is positive semi-definite s_nHnetric matrix, Then there exist an o=tho-

,.: normal matrix T such that •
S-

- T-ICi/i-.?=. Ai/i(k; e/el . (k; e/e)T :

.:::: where Ai/ilk; 6/el is a dia_onal matrix and the diagona! elements are the :

:,-" eigenvalues lI, 12 ... In of ci/i(k__/e) (n Is the dimensionof

-" Ci/ilk; 8/6 ) 1. ' Assuming C"1 _ .-".::'- /i (k; e/el exists, define

"'- J_(k; e) = (a*(k; @}TI{TIc:_ (k;.e/@)Tl(T'Id(k; e)}

_:

.;" Then vlk; el is a guassian random vector:

_,__ v_k,e_-T'_ c:Cm,e_v'_m_m_+G_m,et_

...._ . _. GI 6)V'I(_)G_ _t)

.....,.._- E{vlk: el} = T' (m (m_
::= : m=U
2::.:

-:.: _ T _
:_-_,:.i Ci/j (k; e/9tlv

= ,7_

_= z{vlk, ely'(k_ el)
/$"

:": . T'CA/i(k_e/elT+ T'Cl/j (k_e/et)uuTC[/_(k_8/et._T ':

:.:7- " Ai/ilk;el9) + {S{vlx,e)}] [_-{vlk_e)}] ....

/?"" , i
o

! .,*_! r"
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,;-- Hence Ai/llka 0/01 la the eovariauee of vlk; el. Since Ai/i(k; 0/_)i

:i= is diagonal, elementn of vlk! O) are independent of on_ another. _lk! O)
- :j'_i '

.:_- can N expressed a_ the _ummati_n-
':2 •

.:i,=! m=l:_- m

i_12! th
where Vmlkl 81 is the m component of vlk; 01. Then each term in the.,.-;_

-,'{ above summation Is the square of a gaussian random variable with unit

::=" variance and mean of m _m/_"_": _'m 1 (k; 8) is the mean of Vmlk; _)).

-'i:_, Therefore _(k! 8) is a noncentral X2 random variable with n degrees of..i- r
, -,

:. ::i 1621"_. freedom. The noncentrality parameter can be shown to be
.!*I

+)_"'!+ 62 [E{v(k_ 8)}]' -i
,:_ = At/i (k_ e/el[E{vlk_el}]
_...'.+

:::" ' J (k, 8/0t1 C;_ I (k, O/elci/jlk,OlOt)v,,:.,' = V Ci/.

_i+-..
:+- Note that no assumption is made on i, j, 8 and 8t. The derivation=i

':,("_!:..: includes the conditions defining PD' PF' Pi/j and P@/et as special cases .

-. as well as others which are not considered prese_tl¥. In any event,
/i+_ /

,:c &lkl 81 is a noncentral X_ random variable with n degrees of freedom and

_:'.i'- 62 dependent on the conditions hypothesized. Specializing to the four

:-: oases of current intereste we have,
.-.!i)

+jl_'--

:,:, 111 PD ! B = 9t, i = j

':: 62 - v cI lk_e/Slv..r /I

•.._: 121 _e,_ I = J, v = 0
%,i"..

"_- 62o:;+,+, = 0
2.:)-, <

;++:. . 2
.?:_ _(k! 01 beeCme_ a _entral X random variable
, .__+

i:+ •
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(.I) rtlI' _ _ :i,_ _ 0t ....

_2 v _IlJ {ks _10} Cili {k_ OICiljIk_OIO) ....

{4} _OlOt: i _ _ 0 _ 0t

Note th&t the different relationships among O, 8t, k have dlffet_nt

physical meanings, for instance,

k<et<e 1

k < 8 < 8 t not meaningful

Ot<k<O

0 _ k < 8t false alarm

et<esk i,

e < 8t _k _ wrong time

then

" 0-2 U' '
= Ci/i(k; 8/St)Ci/i(k; 8/%)Ci/i(kl0/%t }9

The probabilities (PD' PF' Pi/j' Pe/e t) are simply the integral of

the denslty functions of E(k; e) from E = c to E = +m.

11.2 Simplified GLR probability density

C_nsid@E a _Impllfied G_R (SGLR) detector set to detect a failure

9o oE type i with failing time= 8 while a true failure 9 of tTPe j

actually occurred at %.

7(k) = _(k) + oj (k, Ot)_

• !

00000002_TSA_I--3
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_: e,(kl 0) = E f2Y(m) -c,,i(mj 0)'_ ]'v'l(m)t;i(m; 0)_J '
m-O o o

k

" E 2_(mlV'l_mlGilm! O) V

k

+ 2 _. V'G_lm! 0t)v'llmlGilm_ O) Vm-8 o

k

- _' _ G"lm! elV'l(mlGilm! 01_o _ i o

k
|

= _ 2 _'oailm' Olv'Xlml_lm)
m=0

0 'f

- + 2 _; Ci/j(k! 0/0t)_ - _' Ci/ilk; 0/01_O O O

Since _(m) are zero mean, independent gaussian random vectors, £(k; 0)

is a gaussian random variable with mean 1_--)and variance 1o21:

- --E-E{£lk; e)} = 2V'o ci/jlk' e/et)v" V'oCi/i(k' e/e)vo

02 = S{[_lkp 01- _12)

-'. k

":- =4V' E '
_.- o m=0 Gilm_ 0)v'llmlGilm; O) Vo

_. .4 V'oci/ilk' 01 vo
I-

.. _ote that the variance is the seme for all cases whereas the mean

,_: varies. For the four cases of interestl

.:.-..

-" 11) PD s i = je 0 = 0t' "0= V
,._ o

,._ '_' Cililk_ e/0)_

..r

.-- m"
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(2) pF: i = j v = 0

=. _Citt(k;8/elu °

T- a_Ciljlk_ele).._'c._.(kje/e)_.... O. I/I 0

141 Pe/et= i = j, v = _o'

8 < Bt < k or

Ot < 0< k

= 2_Ci/ilk;O/dt)_ - _Ci/ilk; 8/e)%;o

Another probability of cross detection Pi/i(_) may ,be defined for.... ,

the simplified GLR.

" Pi/i(9): i = J, B = et, _ # VO

" _ = _ci/i(k,e/e)[2_ - vo]

simplified GLR is polarized to detect aspecial failure direction. Pi/i(V)

provides a measu1"e of the abilit7 of simplified GLR to detect other

failure directions than the hypothesized one (Uo}. This quantity can also .....

be used as a measure of t_hedistinguishability of different failure

directions for a simplified GLR detector. Given the basic similarity

of the GLR and SGLR algorithms, these calculations should shed light on

the proDeztles of full GLR ...... •

The desired probabilities are easily obtained by integrating

gaussian distrlbutions. !,

- !

i

:_-_.-, ..-L.." " ................._':- "" -:±':""-_ ........ .-.
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II.3 The X2 random variable

. &. The central X2 random variable u with n degrees of freedola is

the sum of squares of n independent, zero mean, unit _-_riance gaussian

" ' random variables or more precisely,

u _ xi2
I-1

.... when xi _ N(0, 11 .....

and E{xix j) = O, i * j. .

Then the density function of u is-

.... n

{ ,.I.i e'ul2 u>o

f (u) - n"
2 r (_ .)

0 u<0

where r(°) is the gamma function.

There is a FORTRAN subroutine (CDTI_ in the IBMScientiflc Sub-
....

... routine Package that can be readily used to compute the inteqral of the '

: above density, i.e. the quantity ,.

Punlu < el - (uldu - fnluldu-- U

Then the false alarm, probability of a detector set to detect a

failure in an n-dlmenslonal system is

: i

PF" I -pnCu< c_. I

.... ..

B. The noncentral X random variabi_ _ with n degrees of freedom :_ ']

: is the smu of squares of n independent, nonzero mean, unit variance __ ,
"2

-; _ gaussian random variables with the noncentraltty parameter defined as

00000002-T$802
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:r : n

:_._ . [p.(xl)]2

i

-.T With 62 - O, _ lu a central X2. The density for _ is ....

!:..,. 1_1 2n/_- e
;i" _,6 • = 12j}l rlj n)
:f: ' 0 m< 0 _,_

- _ Recall

;); I"1 "

:: Then

.............. fn j r(J -'-½)
_- _, j._0 . 2n/2 r( 12j) I r(n+j)

:_ ,. (,S2)J , •.

:--.:/_"_ ... 11_ _--+j-I .=_ 12j-I) 12_-3) 13) (1)r( :.
. ( .... . ....

!_;_ _-o 22(2j)(2j-i)(2j-2)(2:}-3)..(3)(2)(1)r(})r(J+½.)

2_"):! -" • 1_21j 1, ------- (o •
::..=. _.o j,,n/2 + 2_rlj+_ n)
:i.)2

:.-'... ,. . j,,O 2Jj ! u
:-"..'77

- hence, 1 2 162/21J
- "_ t ,n+2:)::' •n 1_ < el -e , , (u < el

•:.7 t 'n+2j (u < £1 may be computed using the IBM subroutine CDTR. Then "

O00OO()OP-TNR_2



pn 2(t0 <_ ¢) is calculatod by I_rforming the summation. The infinite

sequence in the expression of pn (t_< e.) can be proved to be convergent.
m,_2 --

For wide ranges of 62 and £, the limit of the series is effectively

attained by summing less than thirty terms. We also ,ore _t

llm pn (_0<_C) = 1 for all 62 >_ 0

lira pn (_o < C) = O. O < £ < _o
. 62 --

62 �_o_,

Hence, PD # Pi/j and Ps/0t are increasing fun_tlons of 62 and approach 1

as 62 goes to _ for any finite value of c, the threshold (s_:_Finite 2.1) .......

II.4 A study of the probab_lit _ of correct detection (P.D).

Recall for full GLR,

" " PD = Prob(£(kt e)> ¢la = B = i, 8 = et)

2
Under this condition, _(kl _) is a noncentral X random variable with

nonoentrality parameter 62.

62= v' Clli (kl e/e)v

By the definition

Ci/i(k! e/_) _AC(k! 8) of the type i detector

Then

62 = v' L:,,,; e)v

For simplified GLR,

i

PD m Prob (_(kl 8) > CJ_ = _ = i, 8 _ et , _ = _c) +.;

_(kl el is then a gaussian random variable with mean (_) and variance (02) . ' 1
1

..... t

+-° .
: +

............................ " O0 O00-T- 0 2 SB04
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'"- In both cases, the PD'S are increasing functions of 62 and_ which
.-_

: evolve wlth time (k). An understanding of the evolution of the PD's

:'_ requires the evolution of 62 and _ which in trun require the behavior of
_.,...o-

Clk; 8) as a function of time.

!/. In the f_llowlng, we present an analysis of the behavior of C(kl 8)

:= for time invariant sy:'tems.

_=:_'= In a time invariant system and ste d3-state Kalman filter, C(k; @) "":

- becomes dependent c_.the difference between the true failing time and

:_- observation time (k- 8). For convenience, we let r = k - %. The four

.- different types of detector are considered separately.

-.:-- 1. State Jump Detector

_._ F(r) - ®r-j KH ...........
j=O

" where ® = [I-KH]%; K is the steady,state Kalman gain, _ is the system_...-

_:- matrlx and H is the observation matrix. Both the system and the filter

:_

_i-" are assumed to be stable. Then the magnitude of the elgenvalues of

.: and 0 is strictly less than i, i.e.

': Ixi(_)l <1 i-,l, 2, ...n
I_ile) l < 1 i = l, 2, ... n

__ wheren Is_e dimensionoe__d e. eonslderthonor_II"IIofa=_

__. mtrix A,

= I IAII - ,,-,, _..A,_)1/2 ,
:i; !

',2" !

. ,,e
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:._ where x is a m-vector°

For a _lquart:matrix A with all eigenvalue_ of maqnitudes less tha_ i,

For a Jump in the state,

• (r) = t 0r'JKH_J
J=O

.... t t: IIr(=)ll ! Iler'aK.*_li<_. I1_11p=- II_ll(= �¸�à�pr
! ' " J-O J-O

whereo-_ (ll_'ll, l loll} '-
Since0 < I, there exist a _ > 0 such that p = e . Then

ll_(r)ll5.ll_ll(r+l) e .

The RHS goes to zero as r _ _. Therefore

llm F (r) = 0
r �Similazly, for G(r),

llG(r)ll = IIH[_r - _F(r-l)]ll

I1.11[11_11r + I1_11IIF(r-1)ll]

<_.I1.11[pr+ I1_11r pr]

Hence G(r) also approaches zero as z 4. _. Now consider C(r). Define

AC(r,s) A c(r_ - C(s) , r < s -_

" " t G'(J) v'IG(j) .... i !

J-r+1 1 1

, 4
1

00000002-TSB07
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s

llAc(r,e)ll<_._ llv'111II"II2 tPj+ ll_ilJPJ]

<_IIv'_ll I1.112[(s-r)or + Ii_.11(s-r) �or]

As r * =, the term s in the bracket approach O. Hence

i_ ll_c(r,s)ll=o r< s

" This shows the {C(I), C(21, ... Clr) ...} is a Cauchy sequence and hence

converges to a fini.t_ constant matrix° Noting that C has the .interpretation

as the information matrix associated with estimating v, we see that there

is a finite amount of information concerning 9 An the residuals _ (this is _

clear since both the syst_! and filter are stab].e and the failure is a

.:.. transient effect -- i.e., a jump). By determinir.g t/le rate of convergence

of C(r), we can choose a waiting time r* such that there is essentially

- no infor_tion in y(k) concerning failures at time e, where k - e • r* ....

2. Step in the state

-'. = er'l

: _ ' = er't m_ Ix - 0j+ll[z . ,1-1

_. - 0 r'_ KH[I - t]' 1 - or-J l_ll_J+l|i . _1-1

'- :) _!
1

= . 0r+l] ._
J

H. _"

• _ °
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_ O]'l_ [i _]-1i::_" As r _ _e the first term bocomos [I - - and the second goes

_"° " to 0 followlng the reannnlnq for the state jump car_,. [l - 01-1 and [I - _)-I

" Ai I£1_1,,.,:, exl.,,tbecau,eI _0_I< l, I I<ieori = I, 2, ...n.
J

11

i;!_ : ..... Girl _ H[ f 0 r-j - *Flr-ll]

..... 11 *l':"- - IX - - HOF(r-1).-. = H[I %r+ 1

"-" O]-1 [z-O] "IK_[Z-4_] -1._:- AS r _ _, the first term becomes H[I and the second, S_
?:

'J llence Girl reaches a constant as r G' (jlv-IG(j) is positive semi-

;_.: ..

•;;'F--_ definite and attains a steady state value G' (_)v'IG(_) . Thus it is possible
_!,L.

:5: that some of the eigenvalues of carl grow as r increases indicating that

:._- 62..... some failure vectors w .I cause a growing Therefore, an actual failure
J r-

i --'

_._. vector of this nature will cause PD to approach 1 as the waiting time (r)

,,- increases. By examining the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of C, we caP.
L_

!._ determine those step failures that can be detected with arbitrarily high

,):!';;.2- probability if we are willing to wait long enough.

i)5:;

,,: 3. Jump in sensor

_"- lira Fir) = aim QrK = 0

_ - lira G(¢). = lJ.m -H_F(=--1) = 0

i

i/?--- Hence C(r) for sensor Jump failures behaves much llke that of state Jump !

!::: failure.

4. Step in sensor
_._

_i,_ li_ Fir)-lira . X -- [Z 01 IK

•:, y--

'/ !
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lira c(r)= llm [Z- H$_(r-1)]
r _ r_

= I - H_[I - e]'IK

Hence C(r) for sensor step failure behaves like that of state step failures•

In general, C(r)is a sum of positive semi-definite matrices and

_nnsequently may be positive definite or semi-definie matrix. If C(r)

is positive semi-definite, then there are failure vectors such that the

resulting _2 is zero, implying the failure direction cannot be seen by the

detector and that certain failure directions are indistinguishable. Intui-

tively, one would suspect the cause for t/_is is that this failure direction

_ is not observable• This is true in fact. L, the following, conditions

for the l_sitive definiteness of C(r) of different detectors are derived•

C(r) may be written as

Clr) = G'(0) : G'(I) : ... : Glr G(0) .....
• • 0 eee

G(1)
••e

•co

G(r)
mm im

=AG' (r) v"1 (;(r)
o

Since v"1 > Oe V"1 • O. From the theory of linear algebra, C(r) is

positive definite if the null space of G(r) is {0}. We examine G(r) for

the four cases separately.

1. Jump in State
4m •

• G(r) - I I s AAllr ) e(r): "H_K "H%K I H_2

_" L_H_--II_ r'2 K H@r
j. ee@
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Al(r) is a lower trtanqular matrix with identiy blocks in the diaqonal. AI(r)

i£...__ iS of full rank, and the :full space of G(r) is the null space of B(r). Hence

:_..... if the null space of Blr) is {0}, Clr) is positive definite• This condition

:: on ... exactly the observabillty condition of the system in r steps.

2• Step in State

m mm
_-- B

_= G(r) - I H
:": 0 "
:,.7

:_ I-H_K I H0 -.

:i_ I-HI _ OJK I-HCK I He 2
::!:' J=O i

': 1- r-I r-2

::: z-.* _. 0JK i-.__ 0JK... x ._r

?::_. j=o j:o
.

a
:._ = A21r) Blr)

_;'_ A2(r) is of full rank• C(r) is positive definite if the system is observable

=- in r steps.

.,:'i 3. Jump in sensor

;.y
= G(0) - G'(0) = I

:---_ - Hence the null space of O(=) is always {0}. C(r) is always positive ....

i:- definite in this case•

":_ 4. Step in sensor

:_ Similar to sensor Jump failures,
,__--L'........... %1

m ....i_= : O(o) -G,(o) = z .-_

:.:_ Clr) is always positive definite in the sensor step case.
:_.--

! .
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.) Sy_t.m, ob_ervablllt,y make_ a ntat_ failure detector sennitive to

_ --- all directions of failure by causlnq a nonzero g2 Sensor failureR are
_ .:-_

' ')'.- directly observable and hence 62 for sensor failure._ is always nonzero.

• 62 attains finite steady state values for all Jump failures, while for .....

-='-" step failure, some failure dir_ettons may cause a constant, steady-state

= rate of increase in 62. A finite steady-state 62 gives a limiting value
," o

_. of PD 1< I)! an increasing 62 allows one to choose a PD arbitrarily close

i"_ to I by waiting long enough.

i.-._ ..........._The_above analysis also provides guidelines for selecting window

i_ Sizes, For detecting jump failures, the window does not have to be large ....

since excessive waiting time (large r) does not Increase PD after a

: _: certain stage. A long window is appropziate in detecting small step

" failures. If _e system of concern is not i1_uediately observable, i.e.

,._ the null space of the Blr) matrix becomes {0} for some r > O, the detec-

--- tion test should not be performed until the system at 8 becomes observable .._

i= from k, the present time. That is, in general we will calculate g(k! el

over an interval of the form
'.::g

! .:.-_ k - M < e < k-N_ --

i ,_ Where N is chosen by observability considerations, while M is chosen by

':" the limiting behavior of PD and by computational considerations.

[ ,-."

2

[ -

,.:2:.

i
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_" III. The Te.t Problem to be Considered -, The _o-D_menstonal Longitudf:nal

i SXI,l ,Introd., tion

Some slmulation re_ulte have been obtained on the performance o_

the GLR (qeneralized llkelihood ratio) detector for the first four failure

types: J_aps and steps in the state, and jumps and steps in the sensors.

The detector equations for these failures were implemented with a simula-

tion of a reduced-order (ind order) F-8 aircraft model for a range of

failure magnitudes and directions in state space.

The purpose in doing this was to get some experience with the GLR

approach to failure detection. Having some sample performances of the

detectors provides insight in a way that help_ formulatlon of meaningful

questions for further research on GLR failure detection.

Sectionlllo2 states in general form what the GLR approach to

failure detection is based on. Section III.3 describes the second-order

model used in the simulations and section IIIo4 presents the steady state

Kalman filter designed for that model. In section III.5 the relevaut

equatlons of the detector are shown and section III.5 describes what the

different rallies considered are and what they represent or model in a

physical system.

III.2 CeneralizedLikelihood Patio Approach

Briefly, the GLR approach is as follows. There ere two kinds of

hypotheses:

;! : no failure has occurred
O

Hi: failure of type i has occurred.

00 3
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If ther_ r "_ m _11_ mode,, there _e m+l hvPoth_,;e_'_.

The ffllter an_ controller are de_iqned ba_,l on I! . nne can the,o

" compute the effect that' the vaKiou_ f.ai_ren considered h_ve on the filter

z_sld_Is. We then have;

XoS_(k) = _(k)

Hi, y..lk) -_..(k) + _ilkj ely_

where

A

_ _(k) = zlk) - Hxlklk-l), the residuals from the Kalman filter

V = failure vector
am

Gilk; e) - failure esigrmture' matrix for the effect of a

failure of type :L at time e on the residuals at

_ time k. Zt is precomputable for each jL,

_" Using these computations we can perform hypothesis tests on the residuals

" £1 det_nd_e if a failure has occurred

-.

ill identify the failure type, i

/-' ii_) estimate the size of the failure.

._o
) Schematically
.o:'

ilures

• |ell e , e| ii • _,

-:" ,.as_=ent 7 _'llter I _es*d.al I i. _, _ ':......

7:

7:- i:::::

d 7

oo
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L The simutations were made usin9 a second order discretized version

_.. of the longitudinal dynamics for the._.-8 aircraft at flight condition 11:

altitude = 20,000 ft., Mach No. = 0.6, cumulus clouds.

The motivation for using this model lies in the need to have a model

of a concrete, physical s._tstemon which to try out the detectors that

_uld provide some, common grounds for comparisons. Furthermore the model

provides a compromise in complexity between realism on the one hand and

the amount of computation and esse of interpretation on the other. In this

early phase o_ research on the GLR approach to failure detection some

results were needed in order to understand its structure and performance

characteristics. It was gelt that a system of higher order would not

add significantly to our understanding.

Our model is derived from the longitudinal dynamics of the F-8 linear-

Ized about flight condition 11. That model is 7-dimensional with the

following state variables:

d

dt x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t) + L _(t)

(7xl) (7x7) (7xl) (7xl) (lxl) (7xl) (lxl)

x 1 = q, pitch rate . . . . . . . ....... . ...... (rad./sec)

X2 = V, veloCity - VO [VO =Mach no. x speed of sound] . . . (ft/sec) !

x3 -_, angle of attack- trim value...... ...... (tad.)

x4 = 0, pitch attitude..... ....... . . . . o . . (tad.)

x5 - 6e, elevator deflection - trim value . . . , . . . . . (tad.)

x6 - 6 , com_nded elevator angle . ......... . . . (tad,) ie c
........ i

x7 = w, normalized wind disturbance . ....... .... (rad.) I

I

,i - "_i:
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The control variable is:

_e (t) (tad /set)u(t) - ............... . . .
..... C

i .............

A, B., and L are constant matrices whose dimensions are indicated.

ii__tat,varlablesx5- _ and_6" _c ==untforthedy_=Ic,of .......
the actuators and x7 = w is the output of a first-order linear system

........... driven by white noise, w(t) models a wind disturbance with power spectral

" dermity given by:

Vo. f:_# w : x_l
_ _ • .... 4 + (vL_." 2

For flight condition II we have:

L = 2,500 ft.

V _'= (0.6)(1,036.93 ft/sec) m 622.150 ft/sec
O ....

_ 0 = 15 ft/sec (cumulus clouds)

The. five sensor measurements z_(t) are given by:

z(t): c x(t) + e(t)

(5xl), (5x7) (Txl) (Sxl)

zI = Zq, pitch rate measurement

Z2 = zv, velocity error measurement

Z3 - Ze, pitch attitude measurement

Z4 .m Z_ , elevator angle measurement
e

= z5 - Zaz, normal acceleration measurement _

'i

, /
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:;_ C is a constant 15x71 matrix and 0 is the vector of measurement noises,. : mid

;.,_" which are white and mutually independent• For more information on the

" model, see [1|

:: : Some of the steps taken in the reduction of the order of th,.:.:model
l i

•; were s .

•: - ignoring the input dynamics represented by x 5 and x6 as they

_. are not the main, variables of interest in an aircraft dynamics
°_

' model.

• °

r: - eliminating x7, the wind disturbance, .as a variable and modelling:_ . . . -.

• Its effects on the remaining ones by a white noise process.
_:

- selecting the varlables with highest slgnal-to-nolse ratios

- e_ong the observations and ignoring the rest.

.... using common ,tense and enginee_ing intuition to correct and/or

i:: add for any other slgniflcant interactions.

-.-.

F: The resulting model is a t_-dimensional representation of the.

:.: dynamics w_th the new state variables:

_- X l " q, the pitch rate

• x2 - _, (angle of attack) - (trim value) .......

: The last step was obtaining the corresponding discrete-tlme model

::-:"
in order to simplify implementation on the digital computer. The dls-

-" cretlzlng time step was T = 0.03125 seo (3_ sec). The result,

x_.lk+l)- x_lk), %x EIk) (1)
_m.mm

': 12x2) 12x21

.?. z_..lk) - H x(k) + GNZ vlk) (2)
emmme_

;- (aX2) 12x21

.. !:....
't
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.- where

!_. E{_lk) _(jIT} . _ 6kj , 6k_ . k = J ....

• _{ v(k) v(J)_}- Z_6kj

, I_. [ 0G, 982_8 --0. _464' 1

The eigenvalues of _ are t

_.i(*_) -- .977 + J (0'0667). , i - 1,2

GNX " L0.0043276 0.00022603J

0.008729834 0.0 ]
...... ---,%"= to.o o.o6j

[1.0 0.0 ]

a _ ......

_. - to.o 16.154

IIZ.4 Filter

The filter implemented was a steady-state Kalman filter designed for

the two-dimensional model under normal circumstances (hypothesis H ).-
O

A A

predictiont x_lklk-l)= _ x (k-Ilk-l)
A

updates x(klk) - "x(klk-l) + K Y (k)

A

residualss _(k) = .zlk) -H x (klk-l)

steady-st:el.6 xalmen gain, K = p_.(kl_-l)H__v_"l

00000002-TSC04
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where P(klk-1) " E{[x(k)-_c(klk-1) ] [x(k)-_c(kJk-l) ] T}

v- _{_(k) __(k)T}

In thl8 example, we have:

I ' T ....

-- .3527 x 10"1 1.2748 x 10 2

[5.6311 X 10 "4 1.0891 x 10'41

P(klk-Z) = U _ 10.4 2.2130 x lO'5J

.... 6.393264579 x 10"4 1.759328799 x 10-3 1: v ,, L 1"759328799 x 10-3 9.374701305 x 10"3 ....

III.5 Detector

We now take a look at the detector and some of the computation

involved in its Implementatlon. For a more complete derivation see [2].

Consider a particular type of failure, i, a_.d let k be the current

time. For each e¢{k-M, ..., k-N}, corresponding to times insldea 'window'

(to whlchwe restrict the GLR to avoid a computation load which would

otherwise grow indefinitely with k), we compute

k

d(k,e) . _ 2iT[j, e)v'l(j) I(J)
m

- j=e -

which then gives the likelihood ratios

_(kj el = dTlkj el _'llk! eldlk! 8) , 8 " k-M, k-M+l, .,,, k-N

where

f

- i__
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i.:_ _ T(j % = k-M, k-M+l, .. k-N=_ _(k, e_= El , e_v'J'(jl_lj,el, .,:1-1

:4 In our case some of these quantities are time-invarlant so _(k; 01,

_=_:.-i., _Vlk),_(k! el become _(k-S), _V,Cilk- 8)o _(k! 81 may be interpreted

::':._' as the information matrix at time k for a failure of tYPe i which occurred

..... at time 8,

,}!:":_- Detection is decided by means of the decision rules

=_ failure
,r A_:"-.., ._(ks Olk)) X ¢

no failure

:_:_"" where 81k) is the MLF, (maximum likelihood estimate] at time k of the time

i,;._L of failure 8o It is taken to be the value of @_{k-M, oo°, k-N} for which

,:2. _(k! _1 is largest. The detection threshold, _, is a design parameter to

.;" be considered in evaluating system performance. More will be said on this

_.- in se_tlon V.5.

=:_ If it is declded that there is a failure, the estimate of the

failure is _iven by

._- Vlk) -C...'llk, elk))__(k_ elkl)

i_ The windows used in the simulations, [k-M, k-N], had N=0 for all

_; cases, M-10 for Jump failures and Mm30 for step failures.

"' I:_Io6 The Failure_
c_

,::_ The failure modes considered correspond to the four types studied

_::i__ so f_s

' " i
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- I) State Jumps

-_i x_lk+ll - __xlk_ + a_wlkl + v 6k+l,e

; 2) State Steps

..: -- +I) = --_ --xlk) + --t° (k) +__; Ok+l, O" _; mmmmmm

• 31 Sensor Jumps

. zlk). = Hxlk).+ GN vlk) + v 6-_.:_ -- -- -- ---.Z -- -- k,O

.-=i 41 Sensor Steps

z_kl - ._xCk_+ C_ZvCkl + v Ok,e

We did not Include the control term in the state equations since

we are not considering closed-loop systems at this point. For open-loop

control nothing would change as far as the detector is concerned, since

the Kalman Filter equations would incorporate the control term and its

effect is cancelled.

Failures were taken in orthogonal directions in failure space,

(91, 0)and (0, v2) , for a range of Vl' _;2 th°ught t° be of most interest°

: Let Us take a closer-loO_ at the failures we are co',_idering and the

.- situations they might model In a physical system, in our case the F-8

aiEcraft at the specified flight condition.

Consider an open-loop system and observation process, e.g., the

one presented in section III.3 by equations (I) and (2)-

x(k+l) - _ x(k) + B u + GNX m (£)

zlk) = H xlk) + tgN v 12)

and consider the 4 basic "failure modes" described in Section I: _
t

i) State Jump

i ¸

,..,.

i
.... _p

o

" ' O000doo2-Tsnn7
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ii) State step

iii) Sensor jump

iv) Sensor step

.°

Keeping _e system equations, (1) and (2), in mind, we can say a

few things about (t) - (ii). Let us examine these failures in order to

provide some (albeit superficial) physical motivation for the various.

,modes. Recall that xI is q and x2 is a. Thus a state _ump of the form .....

. (Ul, 0)T or a state step of the form {0, _2 )T might be used to model the

effect of a sudden wind shear that leads to an increasing angle of attack.

On the other hand, a jump of the form (0, v2)T could be used to model a

relatively long-term upward or downward gust that initially manifests

itself as a shift in u. A step of the type (Ul, 0)T could arise from an

elevator failure. -.

In the.observation equation, cases (iii) and (iv),.we have a.similar

situation. A failure __ : (_I' O)T may model a bad data point in the mea-

surement of q in the jump case, (ill), or a permanent bias for the step

case, (iv), in the same signal due to a component failure in a sensor.

•+ V2 )TBy analogy the same may be. ea_d about a failure v_ = (0, which then

refers to the measurement of a.

Table 3ol, summarizes the failure schedule implemented in the

I
m

_imulatlons. State and sensor failure magnitudes are given in terms of ......

o-levels of plant and sensor noises respectively. For jump failures nothing

under IO was looked at since such Jumps would be undistinguishable from the

r_iee. Such failure magnitudes were considered for _tep failures since
I

they are detectable because their sustained presence provides more infor-

_ matlon as _Ime passes. We will see how this is reflected in the GLR's when

O0000002-TSC08
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: i

,_--- we take a closer look at the Gi(kJ 8) for each type of failure.

..... The Ors are the followlngs

*L .... 1
._ ' pitch rate; t Plant Noise Level = 2.2596 x 10-2

::_-- o _t Sensor Noise Level = 8.7298 x 10-3

-, °

i:i_ , angle of attack! = Plant Noise Level = 4.3335 x

! _. 0': Sensor Noise Level r- 6,0000x10"2

•

_. o-

_._

;_ .

 iii ....
"" ,L

.,.

il_:_

L

;.?...,
YC,

_!-_.,,,,_

° ' " -_ "i ....... ......... * . "................. ,7_.......................................... '.......... * .....
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DETECTOR_D (VI 0)T (0 v2)T
FAILURE TYPE

i i i i i il 'I

STATE
IO, 50, I00, 200 IO, 50, I00 w 200

JUMP

ms i i i

STATE _ O, 20' IO, 50, I"OO, _ O, iO, 50,
STEP

I iii i.

SENSOR
10 °, 50", 100 I, 200' lO°w 50o, 100 °, 200 °

JU)_

| _| i i i n m i i

SENSOR 1 I 1 O° 10' 1Oo_', _', I_'. I-_ '_ ' '
STEP ' -

50", lO0 I, 200' 50', 100', 2001

Table 3.1 Set of Failures Considered

O0000002-TSClO
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IV, Appli,cation ,.to the Second Order F-8 Model - Full GLR

.2.

:___,. The graphs in Fig• 4.1 and 4.2 represent a wal,of using PD and PF

i} ," together• For a particular step failure and a threshold, the graphs

2:_ provide the necessary waiting time (k - 81 for PD to reach the values of
::"......

_:_ .95 and •99• The failure size is measured in units of standard deviation

of the noise (Io = I standard deviation} • F_ch threshold has a fixed

;- value of PF associated with it. The threshold values 5j 9, and 14 con-

:q stdered here have PF'S of .1, •01 and .001 respectively• For example,!.L

.:£ consider a .lo step failure in the pitch rate. To reach a PD of •99 with .....

:" PF of •01, a waiting time of 36 steps is required• Each time step is

i', 1/32 second. The waiting time may be taken as a measure of the speed of =

:.:_ -- detection with a fixed rate of false alarms•
::_.7

" It is evident from the graph that the full GLR detector is very
"T,

_2. fast In detecting state step failure of sizes ranging from .lo _o 50. For i

!:_ the sole purpose of detection (no estimation of v}, a small window of

about 50 t_e steps is sufficient°

i:._ Sensor failures require much longer waiting times, as high as 6•6

"): hours for a •10 step in the angle of attack deviation sensor. This

.!.a phenomenon may be explained by the nature of the associated G matrices (see

, ,° •:: Figures 5.2 and 5.3 in Section V) The entries in the G matrices are

"2. small in comparison with the G matrices of state step failure resulting

- 62:.: in a small and slow growing Therefore, the window of a sensor step

" detector should be large. _ts size would depend on the sizes e_,t direction

'.-- of failure of interest•

...... Waiting time plots are not made for Jump failures due to the ,

:::r" following observation . For jump failures, PD either reaches the desired :
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..... v,_lue (.9..5. .99, eta,) i_. a few _topn or it never reach_n it. This, however,

is in a qreement with the previous analysis. The effect of A Jump fa.4.1ure

decays as time _ro_reoses thus creating a approachin_ a constant steady

state value. For a fixed threshold, this value of 6 2 corree_nds to a

fixed value ._f PD which may be bigger or smaller than the desired PD"

Therefore, Jump detector windows should be small since large windows do

not necessarily improve detection.

We note that all of these quantities are stati___c quantitie s -- i.e.,

_,_, and PD calculated hare are simply the probability that _(kt 9) > c for

fixed k - e. These numbers should be interpreted as follows-

I) Fix k - 8 = r0. We are looking only for failures at the

time 0 = k - to, and thus at any time k we need only evaluate

one..._llkellhood ratio, _(k_ k - r0) , using the window of

residuals y(k - r0), y(k - r0 + !), ..-, Y(k)o

2) The numbers PD and PF in the figures are the probabilities

that

_(k_ k - rO) > _.

under the failure (of size _) and no failure hypotheses,

respectively o

Note however that the _Iven window of residuals can be used to

calculate other values of E(k_ e) with

k- r0 <0_< k

" One can then consider c_lestlons such as the following_ suppose we wish

to detect failures anywhere in the interval [k - r0, k] ! suppose we

_ define the detection rule:

00000002-TSC'14



Declare failure in the interval [k - =0' k] if K of the

likelihood ratio _(ks e), @_[k - r0, k] exceed a 91ven

threshold _.

By using more of the data over an interval, such as in this detection rule,

we would expect better detection performance--_i.e, by taking K > i, we......

can reduce PF' since the effect of one bad data point is somewhat alleviated!

on _he other hand, by looking at more than. one of the _(k! e), we should

increase the probability_of detecting failures. However, the .calculation

E
of PD'S and PF's for such decision rules, considerations of the va!ues

of M, £, r0 and the number of. _(k; e) to be evaluated in the interval are

2
difficult since the _'s are correlated non-central X variables. As

mentioned earlier, the situation is somewhat better in the SGLR case, and we

plan to consider this in the near future. ............
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V. 1. Introduction ...... ...... =

The results which the simulations present are rich _n content. However,

there seems to be so much information in them that full appreciation of it all

will take. some time and much study of the data. Consequently, a simple physical

•model must be. used in this initial stage .until we understand better the limi-

tations in detector performance. Added degrees of _freedom at this point would ....

increase _the difficulty of interpretation significantly. .. .....

In the following sections '-_ take a look at these results. As a first

attempt at organizing them we will comment on the overall behavior of the

detectors in section V.2. Then we narrow our perspectives to try to draw some

conclusions. In section V.3 we focus on jump failures, both in the state and

sensor equations and in V.4 we do the same for both kinds of _tep failures .....

Section V.5 considers the problem of false alarms and the sensitivity of de-

- tection to changes in the threshold. In section V.6 we take a look at the

• elements of Gi(k_8), the failure signatures and some interesting differences

- in detection performance for failures in the pitch rate and angle of attack

directions with some physical interpretation are seen in V.7.

It is hoped that the qualitative descriptions and physical interpretations

o£ the detector behavior show why the GLR approach makes sense. All this will

provide a useful evaluation of the GLR detectors as well as of our under-

standlnq of it to date. These results should suggest the next steps to be

' taken.

,:.w

"-
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:,. All the simulations were done with the corresponding detector for each

--; type of failure, i.e. for a failure of type i the detector implemented is

.z.._. based on Gilkpe). (& different problem is that of cross-detection: looking

-: for a failure of type i with a detector based on Gj (kpe) with jp). The

: decision threshold was fixed at the value e=5 all throughout and window sizes

_. ..........were [M=I0, N=0] for jump detectors and .[M=30, N=0] for step detectors. All _._

_ ,

-. failures occurred at k=5-AeT, and the simulations ra:_ five time units past
!--;%.

.z:" the moment when eT, the_ true...:....time• of failure, left the window. Recall, the

_" window at time k is comp_csed of {k-M, k-M+l,.,o.mk-N-l, k,N}. Therefore the ....

• 2,.

•" ........ simulation stopped at k=M+BT+5=M+I0, or k=20 for jumps and k=40 for steps.1

. _"_

..;. The flowgraph in Figure 5.1 illustrates the general make-up of the simulations.

I

.= Ok))
• ........... I

I ^
: L -- e Compute

._.... Largest Estimate

._-.- I
I d

:/.:_.. I I• I
t

_ Pro-computed _ '1 I
::'C l I
::" I I
:-- System I I

-:'..:- S imulat ion I I

.::. _ ((}"k-M,• • • ek)

..i Failure

;= Input

..-_- Data Figure 5,.1_ Simulation Flowgraph

, :.2 2;

; :2,,"- i'
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The system and filter matrices, threshold e, failure time _T,Window

size M,N and failure are specified at the beg_.nnJng of a run. Then the

detector matrices G(k;@)0 C(k;0) are computed. At everytime k during the

sJ_ulatlon an observation Z(k) is produced which results in its corres-

ponding filter residual 7(k) ....For every 8 in the window specified d(kje)

is computed and

e = arg max,(k;

e

is •selected. 0sing this estimate of the time of failure, an estimate of

the failure is then computed using d(k;e(k)) and c'l(k;_(k)) with the

equations presented in section ZIZ,5. Thisprocedure is repeated again

for k+l until the final time is reached.

V.2 Descriytion of simulation results

Here we provide a brief qualitative description of the detector per-

formance for the different failures considered. Recall the decision rule

at time k,

Detection when maxE(k;8)>.c=5.0, @£{k-M,...,k-N}N{@IO >0}
8

The set of simulations consisted of failures of the four types presented

in Section fiX.6 for the range of values shown in Table 3.1. For each case

two runs were made, each with different noise sequences for the process and

measurement noises. Although two runs do not provide statistically signi-

ficant results, they do allow us to avoid some unjustified generalizations

! p
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based on a single set of data. Some of the simulation outputs are presented

in sections V.3, V,4 and V.5.

We begin with a description of the results for the case of state

._ failures.

Jumps:

Io ..... Small delay of 2-4 time steps 1_ sec - _ sec.),before de_ectlon

of pitch rate failures, (_,0)T; detection is inuuediate in the

angle of attack direction. The. estimation of the value of _ is .

erratic. When eT, the true time of failure, leaves the window,

even detection itself degrades as it becomes more sensitive to the

noise.

>5_ ... Detection is inuuediate in all cases seen. We will see in section

V.5 that this remains true even for threshold at least as high as

g=14. Correct identification of 8T takes place, especially for

the larger failure magnitudes, 10G and 20u. The estimates _

are less erratic although the best estimate is attained in a few

time steps (<5) with no gurther improvement. Estimates degrade

rapidly as soon as %T leaves the window.

• I/IOG ,.. Detection takes place, although it Is somewhat erratic: it may

be lomt for varying lengths of time. While not very accurately

or-consistently, the fact that a failure has oecured can be

.: .':. i

,

1

1

2
" s

.!i

IJ
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,= ....

:o

.... °

._ ascertained. The simulations indicate some sensitivity of detec-

_: tion to the noise processes in the system: one run showed delays

::: (3 and 13 time steps) in detection while the other one showed no

/_ delays. The larger delay is in the _ direction, the angle of

.:;. attack. The estimated time of failure varies and the failure

i_" . estimates are not .close to the true failures.

,i:. 1/20 .. Detection is fast:largest delay was 5 time steps. Apparent sen-

:.,:- sitivity to noise in detection becausefor one run detection was

--: immediate. Also, nosignificant difference is seenln delays to

_2_: detection for failures in q and _. The estimate._ of.the failure

--- time goes through a small transient and settles near 8T (+_Ior 2)....

- The failure estimate is slightly more accurate than for 0

- failures but it degrades rapidly as k increases.

,,- I_ Detection is very fast: either immedlateor with. a delay of I

._ time step for failures in both q and _. The estimates_ are

correct and show improved accuracy .in _over 1/20 failures.,

_:: mainly for failures in q, (_,0)To Best estimate:, reached

_._ after approximately 15-20 time steps with slow degradation :_

_ thereafter.

.: 5_ .o. Detection is excellent: it takes place without any delays for
l
!: ^
:.:.: failures in both dlre_tlons, q and _. The estimate _ goes to

',-r eT very quickly and the estimation accuracy in _ increased

_ significantly over the p_evious oases 11/I0o to IO steps). For

.:_ :.'
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A

_ example, the estimate Vi of the non-zero element of

(Vi'V 1 for q and Ui=V 2 for _) comes within 5-10% of the true

._ value and >> where is the estimate of the other
_= 0 ' 0 ....

element of _ (true value is zero)o

Before going on to the sensor failures let us note a few 'hhingso First

of all, since one tlme-step in this model is 1/32 sec., a delay in detection

of 8 time steps, for example, represents in real time a delay of 0.25 sec°

Delays must therefore be fairly long and errors in 8 must be fairly large

in order for them to be significant°

Next a comment on the accuracy of the failure estimates. It can be

shown that c-l(k;@) has the interpretation of being the covariance matrix

A

of the error in the estimate u. In Figures 5°2 and 5.3 we have plotted

the elements of C'1(k;8) for the cases of state _umps and state steps for

our model. Note that for Jumps steady state value .are reached almost

immedlately, This means that, for this type of failure the estimateobtained

initially, after a few time steps, is as good as we c_n expect to obtain.

Alternatively, for state steps we note from Figure 5°3 that ifonewaits 20

time steps (5/8 see.) our confidence in the estimate increases considerably.

This is borne out by the simulation results. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 are

plots of the estimate in the phase plane for state Junks and steps of

magnitude lo and 50. Note that the estimate in the jump cases .results in

greater error and does not improve significantly with time. In contrast to
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this we see that for steps the ostimates qradually approach the true values.

_-- We now take a look at the sensor failures.

.i: ........ 1_' ... Detection is immediate and is _ainta4"_ed while e T remains inside

L

i the window. As soon as 8T leaves the window, detection becomes

erratic. The estimate 8 is very sensitive to noise even while

9 T is in the window. Also, the estimate _ is not very accurate

although there is some improvement while 8T remains in the window.

50 t .... Detection is quick- immediate in most cases, a delay of 5 time

s_eps showing up in one sample run for a q failure. Otherwise,

no significant improvement in performance over the above 10 case

except for slightly more accurate estimation of __.

,10G e ... Detection is excellent_ immediate in all runs except for one, .....

A

with a delay of one time step, in q. In estimation, % is

A

correct and the failure estimates V are much more accurate
m

especially for angle of attack failures. For example, for a

failure in _, (0ev2)T of magnitude 200' the est'_mate

- (_2)T_ is such that _2 is within 5% of the true value

A

"(vf_T, ^in q, are such that _i is within 25% of the.true value

i'
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Z/10a' .,. Detection is oxcollent, it i_ i_nediate for failures in both
A

q and _. The estimate 0 is very sensitive to noise and the
A

failureestimate v is -cry erratic.

I/2U' ... Performance of detectors is similar to the above for 1/10a'z

detection is immediate with 8 responding to noise. Sllqht

improvement in estimating u,.

'i lO' .... Immediate detection. Some improvement over 1/10o' and 1/2a', oe

failures in theestlmation of v.

50' ..... Generally very good performance= imediate detection except

A

for one run for afailure in q. The estimate e is very close i

to %T and the estimates of the failures show significant ......:

improvement over theabove cases. !

I

>100' ... Very 90od detection in general. Detection is immediate in all
-- !

.- cases except for a run with a delay of one time step for a

A

failure in q. The estimate % goes quickly to 8T_I. The

failure estimates are relatively accurate: within 5% of true

value, although they degrade gradually after 8T leaves the

window, Results are better for the larger failure magnitudes ....

Once agaln let us make some remarks. Figure 5.6 is a plot of c'l(kI8)

for the case of sensor Jumps. We see that our confidence in the estimate,

inversely proportlon&i teaC'1(k;8), does not improve noticeably after the

initial time step. In contrast to this, In Figure 5.7 c'l(kle) is plotted
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4

Benso_ steins and in this case as k-O increases o.r certainty in the

- estimate does too. So again for Jumps we find that the estimate does not

: improve significantly over the value obtained after a couple of time steps,

--" we know that we can't do better than that in estlmating v. On the other

hand, in the case of steps we see that a wait of 20 time stpes decreases

":] c'llkje}, the covariance of the estimation error, significantly. Figure 5.8
2 " ....

if:" _ontalns plots of the estimate, of the failure produced by the GLR detectors

s: for a 50' failure in the sensor for q, both Jump and step. We see that, as

': mentioned above, the estimate in the _ump case improves little with time

while that of the step case achieves its best values after i0 time steps

;: (k>151.mi-
:-
_ Before going on to the next section one last thing will be mentioned

_. whioh provides some background for what follows and yields some insight into

the dynamics of the detector. For failures of all kinds considered except

:!_ for sensor• _umps, •when eT drops out __ the window the detector selects 8T+I
A A

:. and then ST+2, 0T+3,o.. as the value of 8. By the definition of e, those
. A

;..i values of e correspond to 8 with the largest _(klS) in the window. We will

;,;_" try to understand this by means of an example.

:: Let us conslder a simplified model of the aircraft dynamics which is
$

:._: valid over short periods of time. We can set the angle of attack _ to be

;r the integral of the pitch rate as a first order approximation. ._.

g

i

i: °
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!_i_._ Measurement
failures

:!, .

C_
+

i .lii,':_2_ State
k _::", Failures
! _,

:i':i:'"t_i.-- System Filter

I _,-%

!_-" Figure 5.9

i _':-. A jump in q bare looks like a step in _ to the filter which can only

_:__ measure _. This similarity tells us that in the future there might be

,.;- some difficulty in cross-detection fo_ these two types of failures ....

[_=!!!ii For this system the filter can track a step input (with zero steady-

]:-_{_" state error) and thus G(k-e) goes to zero as k-e increases for a jump in

ilii?_-...... q or step in _, which to the filter look the same. However, for a step in

_i_ q, this does no_ happen since it leads to a ramp at the input to the filter.

i .i:_. ; For this input the filter has a steady state tracking error and thus G(k-0)

_-_ does not go to _ero for this case. Therefore if we do not detect a statei"_it"_-

,_., o

_ _': _ Jump or a sensor step or jump quickly, it will go undetected. In the case

] :9'_

: _/;_;.. of a step in q# however, i_ leads to a sensor ramp as input to the filter

_:! which leads to a persistent effect on the residuals. This means _hat one

! _;: will get more a_d m_e information about such a mode as time goes on.

_;_;:ii"=;. We now have a sensible explanation for the inc_ementation of e once eT

: :- :. drops out of the window as is the case for state step_, for example. When

_ _ eT, the time at which such persistent and possibly increasing effects began,
i

! :i

},-

i:
I"! .
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A

is no longer a candidate for e then 8T+Jm k-M i8 seen by the detector

as the most likely time of occurrance, where k-M is the earliest time in

the window. The detector sees that some excitation persists throughout the

•- entire window. Its best guess for its beginning is the earliest time step

it can guess: the first point of the window.

V. 3 Jump Failure_: State and Sensors

For Jump failures we find that detection in general is very good. The

presence of a failure 18 identified almost immediately, with possibly some

small delay in some of the failures of smaller magnltudes. When translated

to real time these delays are 1/Ssecond or less.

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 point out a basic difference between detection of

state Jumps and sensor jumps. The graphs represent the values of £(k;e) for

the e inside the window (those inside the window such that _(k;8)>_ in

Figure 5.11)o Although they are given fordifferent failure magnitudes, one

is for a 10o state Jtunp in q while the other Is for a 20o t sensor jump, they

ohow typical E(k;e) profiles over a window. While sensor jumps result in ......

distinctive spikes in the GLR's for the times of failure, state jumps lead to

GLR profiles (as function of % for a given time k) which are smoothed out in

some sense. Thus, in general, detection of state jumps is less noise-sensitive

.. than detection of sensor jumps. The system dynamics, in effect, act like a

low-pass filter.

As Figures 5.2 and 5.6 showed, for jump failures the estimate after a

few time steps Is already in some sort of steady state. Waiting does not

O0000002-TSE05
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J

provide extra information for an improved estimate, ks soon as 6T leaves

the window the estimates deteriorate, more gradually for state thanfor

sensor failures.

V.4 Step Failures:..State and Sensors

For the case of step failures both in the state and sensors, detection

... Is excellent with soma delay forthe smallest failures tried: I/2o, I/2o',

I/I0_ and 1/10O'o The largest delay found was for a 1/10o failure in the

state forangle ofattackln which case it consisted of 13 time steps, or

0.4 sec. This failure represents a step in angle of attack of 2.2603xi0 "5

radlans or approximately 0,0013 degrees.

As far as the estimation of the correct time of failure, is concerned,

given our fixed threshold in the simulations the critical factor is the size

of the failures. In general we find that the estimate improves with time and

A

so % undergoes a kind of transient and then tends to %T" The reason for this

is that the GLRts for the step cases grow in time, at leaot while 8T remains
A

in the window. For very small failures, I/i00 and 1/20, 8 is very sensitive

to noise, which is less Important for the larger failures. For state steps

greater than 1/20, sensitivity to noise is greatly reduced while for sensor

steps a similar reduction takes place only for failures greater than lo.

This is not surprising if we recall the discussion at the end of section V.2.

We saw that state step failures are in some sense equivalent to ramps in the ....

sensors and will therefore lead to higher GLR values than sensor steps forthe -

same failure size.

i,• i

' - _ ...... "-_T_
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As in the case of state Jump failures; we again find the same smoothing effect

of the system dynamics on £(k;e) if viewed as a function of O, that is, on

the GLR profile over the times in the window considered at any one instant.

However, we find that step failures in the sensors also manifest this same

_. 8_._othL_g property for big enough failures (10_',20a'), i.e., with high

slgnal-to-noise ratios. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the effect of sensor and

_ state step failures in the pitch rate q, for twodifferenttimes, onthe

....GLR's. The graphs show the GLR profile._-over the window for two different

:_ times and indicates their characteristic shapes.

V.5 Threshold, False Alarms and Detection

In this section we discuss some results from the simulations which have a

bearing on our attempt to understand how the GLR detectors works and to

develop some intuition about its behavior. The discussion so far has empha-

sized the various failures tried and the range of response of the detectors

given by the delay times of detection and the estimates of the failure and

the tlme of failure. . He have hinted at the sensitivity ofdetector per-

formance to the noise in the system, which mainly concerns us for the problem

of detecting small failures. This is very close to the problemof false

alazms, that ise the possibility of detecting 'something' when in fast no

failure has secured.

Detection has been defined in terms of the decision threshold explicitly

by the rule:

1

:...
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': 6 0. 1155E+32 XX XXXX X'(XXXX XX XXXX:XXXXXXXX'<X.Y,XXXX_ XXXXXX.XXXX
:':' ? G. 7280E+3 1 XX XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX.Y, XXX:(X

_: 8 0 1216E+02 XX XXXX XXXXX XX',"XXXXXXXXXXXXX XX v XX XX:X;<)(XX'<XX XXY,X

:.. 9 O. 1310E+= 2 XXXXXXXXXXZX:XXX'.(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXX
10 0.8603_+0 1 XX XXXXX XXXX XX X:XX:(Y.XXXXX:XXXXXXX'£X

_: 12 O. 7t_96E+3 1 XX XXX X:XXXXX XXXXXXXXX_XZXXX._ X,

+::: nESTDU,%LS ,_T T_HP 32
: -6.0152E-03 -6.6q91E-_2

"<- GLRS(LG) : 0.2956E+02-+

A

+ "" *_*_+'I'+_*_+'_+':_PAILURE OCCUR'-:D AT TIME = 9 = 8(k=32)T

..: ESTIMATED P._TLURE VECTOR = 1
- 7,9026E-03 -8. 396_Z-C2

+:' TIHE GLE GL_ B_R GR_P}!
_- 2 O. 221qE+32 XXXXXXXXX:(XXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX ZXX:(X X:XXXX
+:_" 3 0.2395-?,+02 XX XXXXXXXXX_XXXXXXXXXX._XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

q 0.2qTOE+02 XXXXXXX XXXXX:(:(XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX X:XXXXXXXXX X
..:--:'- 5 .0. 2237E+02 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX.'(XXXX
:: 6 O. 2639E+C. Z XXXXXXX XXXXXXXX:(XXXXXXXZXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXX:X:

_- 7 O. 2509_+::)2 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
:- 8 O. 29q9E+O 2 XXXXXXXXXXXXZXXX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX):XXX

!-i._ 9 O. 2966E+::)2 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX_XXXXXXXXX
: 10 0 2q37E+:)2 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX:XXXXX

11 0.2182_+02 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
- 12 O. 2308E+0 2 X.'(XXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'/:,

_:+:: 13 O. 2120E+3 2 XX_XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
+:- 111 O. 1759E+0 2 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

15 O. t618E_,3 2 XXXX:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
:: 16 0,17q6E+32 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX
=. 17 0.1q32E+3 2 XXXXXXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXXXXXX
;+ 18 O. 1538E+C2 XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
<. 19 O. 13597,,+02 XXXXXZXXXXX XXXXXXX:X:XXX
,-- 20 O. 1466}-:+02 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

+_ 21 O. 122tiE+3 2 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX _'_n"'G_':- 22 0.1099E �Œ�XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

.+. o++:+:: 23 G.923BE+O 1 XXXXXXXXXXXX:<XX 'PO0_ eer,,
::_ 2tl 0,8950E+01 XXXXXXXXX.XXXXXX _ _-- _
• 25 O. 6575E+3 1 X%XXXXXXXX:,:
:,- 26 O, 81t12E+3 1 XXXXXXXXX:¢X,XX
_;+ 27 0.1365E+_ 2 XX XXXXXXXXZXXXXXX XXXXXX
: 28 O. 12:13E+3 2 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
+_ 29 O. 9753 _+0 1 XXXXXXXXXXXXZ_XX

:- 30 O. 8073E+::) 1 XXXX_XXXXXXXX
31 O. 1021E+02 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

- +::i:

++: Figure 5.12 GLR's for Sensor Step of 10_'in Pitch l_ate,(Vl,0), _
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13 O.1_31E+O_ XXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX_(_XXXXXXX'(XXX_(XXXX
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17 o. _s_+oq xx_xxxxxxxxxxxxxx_x _x'_xxxxxxxxxx
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19 O. lOqqE4"Of| XX._ ;<X X X XX X XX XXX;( X X X X °( X XXX XX;(X ;_

20 O. 9"/25F.+0 3 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXx>) ) XX'XXXX
21 C.R950E+03 XXX XX_(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXY
22 " +0'8;i 1_1E+0:4......... xxx-kxxxxx+x'&XxxxxTxx:_x >x

23 0.'/327T+73 XXXXXXX_XXXX:(X'_:<X:<XXX ,,..-_O_;G_-...... ............... .................. .....
.25 C. STBO_+_3 XXXXXXXXxxx_rxXXX uOj_ (}__ +
26 0 o50 35¢+,_ 3..... Xx x xx x_xx x-xxxx
2.'/ C. q2S'}E+C3 XXXXX'(XXXXXX
2<1 O. 358EI_+03 ..... xxx:(_xxxxx
2.9 C.2,333 E+03 XXXX)X_X --+;

+
31 O. 1275_+03 XXX _
32 C.EE_';E.+C.2" X • • i

+,....

Figure 5.13 GLR's for state step of ].0 In Pitch _te, (V__,O),
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_" Detection when _(k;el>e, for k-M<O_k-N.T r.o

'7

-: One would therefore want to take a look at the changes in detection

.:_ performance and on the rate of fa_.s.e alarms for different thzesholde,
i ....

?.

.[ The rate of false alarms that results from a specifle implementation of
-g
_i the detector is an Important measure of their performance. This is true
>

= bscause false alarm rate is one of the parameters that defines the limits of

_- acceptability in a qlven application. _n the context of self-reorganizing

L systems, which respond to failures by internally altering the control system

-'i logic to maintaln given performance indices within specified bounds, a high _: 2

_:---_- rate of false alarm would lead to excessive and unneccesary changes. Such

reasoning Justifies our effort and time spent trying to analyse and then
°.

-= verify the false alarm probabilltles for the various detectors.

-:;': In Section II the false alarm probabillty PF is defined In a way that

.-_ reduces to

....: IHo)
=_ p_=Probl_lk;O)>£

5 Some runs were made with no failures to see the rate of false alarms

_" we would get and compare them to the computedvalues. Table 5.1 summarises

some aspects of the results. The precomputed false alarm probabilities are

',; given for co_arison. The simulatlo_were run for the threshold value c=5 .....:

jL and the numbers for the other values of e were easily extracted from them.

-':- All quantities are based on the average over two sample runs. ND is the

total number of times of detection, i.e., the number of times k for which

some _(k;%) exceeded the value of the threshold. NDD, however, is the more
L 7

,$
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realistic measure of false alarm rates. It is .the numbec of distinct .....

detectionst detections declared as different occurrences, i.e., with dif- _"

A

ferent 0 ao time of fa£1urewfor examplew three detections in a rowe at

A

kw k+l# k+2e declaring a failure at a particular e I count only as one for

_t_D b,_t as three for ND. The quantity WrS gives the total number of time

steps that the simulations lastedw 20 for _umps and 40 for steps.

The reason for looking at NDD is related to the concept of false alarms

J_plied by the definition of PF" Since PF is based on HOe the no-failure

hvpoth©sis, and large values of the noise may be undistinguishable from Jump

failuresw a true test for false alarms should not allow large noise spikes

in the erecente past. A more accurate experiment to verify PF would require

us to re-initialise the detectors every time there is a false alarm.
t-

i a i

State Sensor State Sensor

Threshold Computed _ Ou_ , Step StepND/WTS NDD/NTS ND/NTS NDD/NTS ND,/IfI'S NDD/NTS ND/IfJ_S NDD/LfrS

, PF , ,

£-5. 0.082085 0.575 0.700 0.475 0.7625

0.125 0.100 0.150 0.150
i , i i | .. m | mi iim

£-7 0.030197 0.175 0.575 0.3375 0.300

0.100 0.075 0.0875 0_125| eii • i e ,

C-10 0.006738 0.0 0.300 0.2625 0.1125

0,0 0,050 0t025 0,0625__sl|| i

£-14 0.000912 0.0 0.175 0.1625 0.0

0.0 O.n_ 0.0125 0.0ee . | i

Table 5.1 False Alarm_tates for D£fgerent Thresholds

? • •

/
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L.

As expected, the measure of falee alarm_ dacrea_eB for an increased

threshold althouqh there £0 a discrepancy with the precomputad PF'_. One

must keep In mind, however• the approx_ate nature of the counts In Table

5,1 and the limited amount of data from which they are computed. It is

expected that for a much larger data bas_ leadinq to more statistically

sign£fican_ results• the number NDD/NTS would approach the computed PFeS.

Figure 5o14 Is a plot of maxl(k;0)• the largest GLR at time k for
8

£n the window, for the state detectors with no failures. By considering

various thresholds we can see how the number of false alarm would change.

&lthough these curves are qualitatively representative of detector performance

under the condition of no failure one must keep in mind that this was for

on_ particular run, and therefore true for a particular noise sequence.

The actual values plotted would be different for another sample run.

In general• raising the threshold to a value of ¢=7 eliminates a sig-

nificant number of false alarms. Most of them are removed when £=10o

However, the threshold is l_£ted by the specified probability of correct

detection.

In raising the threshold we make detection of small failures more dif-

ficult and we reduce the correct detection probability. Large failures

(>>10 or 10') are not affected because the GLR'S reach very high values

aln_st _dtately. As failures of smaller magnitudes are tried however, I

a raised threshold results in delays before detection and in the possibility

of missing the failure altogether if it is very small. This is especially

L
.......................................................................... _ I'1..... ---- i1i_, i t_l_ lai _ " _ -- - d " * L • • " ' "
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so for smell Jump failures in the _ensors, since the GLib'& reach the maximum

value quickly an_| decrease afterwards.

Thus we see that this ks a very practical question of performance ac-

ceptability. It is possible that for some applications we know a priori

that no small failures occur, or perhaps we are not concerned about t_em,

then a higher threshold might be advisable. In conclusion, this is a ques-

tion to be answered by the problem at hand and by the minin_umstandards of

performance that are specified.

Prom the simulation data J.t is possible to infer the detection behavior

. for higher thresholds. We find the following:

Jump Failures _

For Jump failures in the state of magnitude greater than. or equal to

50, detection is virtually unalter_-_.,when the threshold is raised from its

.... original value, c=5.0, except for the decrease in false alarms. In the

case of Io state failures however, a number of originally correct detections

are eliminated along with the false alarms. This is mostly for. k-8T small •

.... so in effect we introduce a delay to the time of detection by raising the

threshold. _ •

This is summarized in Table 5.2 where the delays in detection offailures

are shown for state and sensor Jumps of different magnitudes end for additional

values of the threshold. For a given failure and threshold, the two entries

are the delays after 8T until _he first detection foe two sample runs

differing only in the noise sequence followed. An entEyof = simply means

that for those values there was no detection at the end of the rim, at k=20

O0000002-TSF01
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for Jump failures and k=40 for step failures. It is probable that for a

longer waiting time detection would take place. Note the difference between

the 1o state failures and those of larger magnitudes.

Sensor failure de_ect£on shows similar ,_.ffects. The difference in

_etaction between the two kinds of failure lies in the range of failure

magnitudes below which even correct detection is affected (besides false

alarm rates). For sensor jumps this deg_'adatlon in performance is seen .. . ............
J

even for 50' failures, although slightly less pronounced for this value ...... . I

Once again this is seen inTable 5.2 where the same information is shown .._: .

as for state Jumps. Also note that detection of sensor jumps in a is less

sensitive to changes in threshold than similar failures in q. This is

partly due to the fact that the measurement of a has a higher signal-_o-

noise ratio than the measurement of q........ .....

Furthermore, we find that .for sensor ..jump the number of false alarms,

._ which generally follow when %T drops out of the window, is significantly ....... .'

reduced for a raised threshold. Almost all such false alarms are eliminated

for _=I0. i

.... Figure 5.15 shows the values of max,(k;%) = _(k;e(k)) as it changes
e

with k for 50 state jumps and 50' sensor jum_. The time of failure and i

that for which 8T drops out of the window are indicated. Notice the drop
A

in the value of £(k;8(k)) for Jumps, especlally in the sensors, when eT

4
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ii _STA_ JOMP, (_,0) S_OR Ju_, (_,0)
"i l i t i i •m_

q

_' V 6-5 _-7 _-I0 ¢-14 V _=5 C=7 _=10 _=14
•. j t i IlL l '-- i __.W
...._: -- ii m im i i nl i n i

_ t

5a _ 0,0 0r0 0r0 0_1 5o' 0,5 0,® . i,_ ®,_ .

_,,m_ .... OrO H 0'0 .... 0'0 0,0 _00' O,l O,e 0'_, 0'_ t ,m

-- plOa 0,0 0,0 0,0 1 0,0 1 20_ | 0@0 .... 0,0 O rO , 0,0

..... ' _ :.... STATE JUMPs (0 _2 ) SE_ISOR JUMP: (0,_ 2)

i i i J | _ _!, , m : ,•

-IU 0,0 0,0 15,0 _.,2 ... 10' 9,0 0,0 0,0 7,_.... w i i

)q oro 0,o oso o,o .....sp, oro o,o o,o o,o ,,,

,, 1oa o,o o,o %0 ._o,o ......Ioo'_ o,o....o,o o,o 0,o

i 200 0r0 , 0f01 0f0 0r0 i._ 2_i°| 0,0 0#0 0,0 ....0,0m i i i

.... _ :Table 5.2 Delays in Detection for Different Thresholds:

::T '. Jump FailuresMeasuredin time steps from@ T.
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drops from the window. As we have seen before, in thes_ cases the measur-

able effect of the failure on the residuals goes away quickly. Therefore,

if we think of the GLR detector as, in a sense, matching the failure signature

characteristic of a particular type of failure (as given by _(k;e}), then

one would expect that very quickly after eT drops from the window E(k;e(k))

would decrease. Thlshappens because there is very little correlation with _,

the information corresponding to @T+j, where j is small.

Step Failures

_ For step failures, once again, sensor failure detectionis moresen- !

sitive to changes in _he threshold than state failures, Whereas for state

steps of size I/2_ or greater only a small delayto the time ofdetection

is introduced, for sensor steps greater degradation in detection is seen

even for i_' steps. A threshold of c=14, for example, for the given i

window size used (Mr30, N=0) makes i/i0o' sensor steps very hard to detect.

Notice that if we also increase our window size enough we regain detection,

although with a delay which might not be acceptable depending on the appli-

cation. This is due to the fact that while eT remains in the window
A

_(k;e(k)) is non-decreasing for the case of sensor steps.

A

IZ_ Figure 5.16 is a graph of _(k;%(k)) for 1/2_ state steps and 5_' sensor

steps as it evolves in time. We :an see the generally increasing nature of

the GLR while eT remains in the window for step failures, as mentioned above.

Also note the rapid increase in the GLR soon after %T" For higher failure

magnltudee, the effeot of an increased threshold reduces to the elimination

J

i_
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i _-' of false alarms and perhaps the introduction of a smnll delay in some cases,

:_ of the order of a couple of time steps. The fiqure illustrates another

i:,,. fact: the higher values of the GLR for state steps, even for smaller failures

.... than sensor steps. It is a state stepwhich leads to the most persistent

_:,. effects and this is manifested in these graphs of the GLRS's.

L _, In Table 5.3 we have the delays to detection for step failures and

i:_7 various thresholds just as in the case of jumps. In the case of state

q

:.,_ steps greater than I/i0o detection does not degrade significantly with the

,:; increased thresholds. In the case of sensor steps this is true only for

:::- small increases in the threshold as large delays may be introduced for

-.-_ somewhat larger thresholds. In general it is true that failures of mag-

i _,_. nitude 50 and 50' or greater are detected very rapidly and are not very

sensitive to threshold changes of moderate size.
iL

!- _iT:_:.-
!_;S Concluding, higher thresholds look promising if one is !:terested in

:_:_. moderate sized or large failures. At the p_.lce of a possible small delay

:_i}: before c_rrectly detecting the failure, one gains a considerable reduction

_?,2

'::/- in the false alarms. If, on the other hand, one is interested in small

!!/-_

failures (<lO for state Jumps, <50' for sensor Jumps, <1/2o for state steps

_::i and <Io' for sensor steps)_ then the threshold selection must be carefully ..-

made. The trade-off between acceptable detection and false alarms is much

_ more s_nsltlve t_ _nall changes in the threshold for this range of failures.

_" The study of the varlous detection probabilities takes on special significance

i_ in making sugh decisions.

:' ,.2""

, h;

12" ":
i
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.... sTArESTEP. (_,0) S_SOR STEP. "_,','0)

%; C=5 ' £17 £=I0 E=I4 %* £=5 £=7 £=I0 £=14
,-- ,, , H , t

i, l| • H m,! , ,l •

Z/lOa,. ?,o 4,o 7,% _ 1_.,13.. I/ioo, o,o _3,0 4,Z...®,_

1_/'..2.0..... 2,0 3,4 31.4 3,4.. 1/20" 0_,0 2,0 . 4,9 ,:,o,.26

. 10 ..Ill 211 2f3 . 2,3 . . 10' .. 0,0 2,5 3,5 7,9

50 ..... 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,1 50' 0,1 1,3. 1,.3 ...... 2,4

10O .... 100' 1,0 0,i 0,I 0,i

'.' 200 .- . -- .. - ..." 200' 0,0 0,0 0,0 . • 0,0

STATE STEP: (0 V2) SENSOR STEP: (0 _2 )
L ,t .... i , , ,

I/I00 13so' 14,0 14,,2214,33 i/i0a, 0,0 3,,0 Iso® 27,®

1/20 5,0 5,0 6,0 , 6,2 ...... I/'20' 0,0 0,0 15,0 ,,97,_

10 ifo 2_0 2to 3,.2.... 1o' .0,0 0,0 . lS..,o 27,2

50 0._0.. 0f0 0,0 0,0 . . 50' 0,0 0,0 .... 0_0.. . 0..,0..........

:::_: 100 _-... - - - I00' 0,0. 0.,0 0,0 0,0 ....

- - - 200' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0200 .- ._ .. _ _ ....

Table 5.3 Delays is Detection for Different Thresholds:

Step failures. Measured in tlme steps from @T"

I

i
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One way to resolve this problcm in the case of step f_ .ures is to ....

:5 :use a longer window, thus allowing the non-centrallty parameter, to

: increase and so achieving a higher probability of detection. Another pos-

:_ slbillty which one might want to look at is the concept of a variable

: threshold to be used for small step failures. Because of the growing

T GLR's, after a failure has been detected with a relatively low threshold

:_ C, one could raise the threshold to a value where only the highest GLR's .....

:)_..... would be accepted. This way the failure effects in some sense are isolated

._' and tracked. This is a question for future consideration.

I.D

i"

"'" _ {
i

,!
i

1
.° .,
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v.G G(k,  h.e Fai ur .qiqnatur
.:: In this section we will take a closer look at the c,i(kJ 0), the

c failure signature matrices, which are at the center of all the computations

:_ which take place in the detector equations. If we recall, 0 i (k_ 8) propa ....

gates the effect of a failure at time 0 to the residuals of the Kalman

filter at time k. -

_ii We saw in section 2.2 that because we are working with llnear systems,
.

the residuals may be decomposed into two components

'" Ylk) = 71k) + Glk! OIv .

._:2- where (k) is the residual which would be present in the absence of failures
A

_:'-- and _(k) = G(kl 0)__ is the contribution to the residuals from the failure __. .....

.,_,_, The log-llkellh_d ratio _(kt e) was seen to be a quadratic in the output

__2 of the matched filters, d_(k! e),which in turn are weighted sums of the

:-" residuals, Both quantities depend directly on G(k_ O):

_i:_. C(k, 8) = GT(J, O)V'I(:j)G(:J, O)
i ;,:,r

._::_ _(k_ el = _ (k_e)c-llkjeldlk_ el

'!!:i._ The Glkt 8) _re pre_omputable and in Figures 5.17 to 5.20 we have

:, plotted the elements of this matrix as functions of (k-O) (in our case

: : G(k! 8) = G(k-e) because the system is time-invarlant) for the times

i:_"_ ' corresponding to the window lengths implemented. Notice that in the

..... case of state and sensor Jumps, Figures 5.17 and 5.18, the elements of
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i,.t

....._>-__: G(k-8) die out as k-8 increases. This is what one would expect qualit_tlvely

.:-_" for a stable system _nce the effects of an impulse are short-llved. AI_o

_.._. note that for aensor Jumps the Glj(k- O) die out much fa_ter• Recall that

ii--., the sensor failures paB8 through one less Integrat_n (only the Kalman filter)

-!i....
=-- than state failures (system dynamics and Kalman filter) before reaching the

_'- residuals as seen at the end of section V.2. Also the system eigenvalues
t--

:= are near one, the stab_llty boundary for discrete-tlme systems. It is not

: surprising then that the effects of state failures on the residual£ of the

" filter in this case persist for a longer time than for sensor failures.

:_. Similarly, in the case of state ana sensor step failures shown in
"ih:

_i- Figures 5.19 and 5.20 we see a correspondence to the previously explained

_- fact that their effects are more persistent due to their sustained presence.

_ Let us make some simple observations about the propagation of the

_i_.". failures to the residuals of the filter. Consider a failure _ of a given i

::!i:---- type and suppose we have computed the corresponding G(k; %) for the appro- ........

o_:= prlat.,ewindow size. The component_(k) of the residualdue to the
>, ^

'T- presence of the fe_._.lureis given by _(k) = G(k-8)__ or, in our two-dimensional

:' case,

: .- G12....= 1 (k) Gll (k-e), (k-0) _J1

.... L (k)J LG21 G22
/--

_y We see that Gil and Gi2 give the effect of the failure on the ith

i':- component of the residual. Alternatively, GI_ and G2_ give the effect of

,2 the jth failure component on the different elements of the vector of

- residuals

i"....

i:! In our case, with failures in orthogonal directions we get for the

,,_:_ case of pitch rate failures

O0000002-TSF13
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Fig. 5.19 State Step O(r), r= I_-e



qJO0 .,-,--4 ,

gl 1 30

.____

Fig. 5.20Sensor Step G(r), r= k -0
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A

vJ =.[uI o] _ Yl(k),,all(k-e}vl
A

Y2lk) = G2:I.(k-SIv1

and similarly, for angle-of-attack failures

A

VT - [0 v2]s 711k) = Gl2lk-8)v 2
A

721k1 = G22(k-elv 2.

..... By investigating the relationship between __ and _(k) on the.one hand
A

and the relationship between Y(k) and £(k; O) o0 the other, one can extract • .........

some more info.rmation about the degree of detectability of different

regions in the failure space. Letting 7(J) : _(J) + G(ji 8)__in the

expression for d(kl e),

d(k; e) = _. GT(j; e)v'l(j)[_(j)+ G(j; e)v.] ......

= _(kl 81 + _ GTljl 8)V'IlJ)Glj; 61°__
• J=8

= d(k; 6) +Clk_ O)_

where _(k# 8) is what woulE appear if there were no failure at all. Then .

the log-likelihood ratio e.an be expressed in a similar fashion:

_,(k, e)= [__.(k,e) + C(k, elv]Tc'I(k, el [,_(k_ e) + C(k, e)v_] i

'I

_'Tlk_elc'llk_e).C(k_e)__+ TC(k_ O)c'llkl 8) .C (k_ e) v_

If we carry this analysis further by studying the incremental

variations in _(kl el considering _(k_ 8) as a nominal value we cuuld map

,!
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*., OUt reqinns in failure sl)ace, vI x v2, which for different times in the

windows lead to larger vallles of _(kl e) and thus increasing the probability

i _ of detection. An 8Jlal1,slsof this kl. d may indicate some a priori limitations

..... in the detection of certain failures. By further investigating these plots .....

of the_elements of G(k! 9) and those of c'l(k-e) shown before for the

different failure types much qualitative inf.:_mation may be obtained on the

performance of the detectors.

Another eelated area of interest is that of finding approximations to

various curves. Computatlona)ly it would be advantageous to be able to

replace the Gij (k; e), for example, by simple functions such as constants

or ramps if detector performance keeps within acceptable bounds. For

example, curves of the form

i ,,, _

Figure 5.21

might be approximated by simpler ones of the form

°

i

.J

•"_ Figure 5.22

--.
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, ,:_ or of the form

__:..

[ ;' _ f

_',.r

:_.s"

i ::- -- Figure 5.2 3

/i:_ The reductions in computation and storage might be significant enough

i!_::i_ to make the implementation of the full GLR more attractive from a practical

i::_,i2 point of view. Furthermore, one could trl to select the approximating
!

!__. functions in a way such that the sub-optimal design is less sensitive to

:;: noise or certain parameter changes, or to accentuate certain features which

!:_ would render failure clas_ification an easier task once detection has taken

•ii ........ place. Alternatively, it may be possible to formulate an optimization prob-

;_:, _ lem the golution to whioh gives the appro._i_ating functions, from a speci-

_i_ fled class of funotion_ which minimize PF while maximizing PD o_" keeping it

,':':_:.-._ constrained to a certain interval (PD >-a, 0 --<a _ l) °

' _:_".... Further study of some of the possibilities mentioned seems fru._tful

,_:.- in the long run since they _ffer potentially useful implementation

:i!:: characteristics thus increasing the practicality of this approech. Overall

performance might be improved if noise and parameter sensitivity is

_': _sd_ced. When so_e sensitivity analysis is applied to the detectors it

:: may _ £nterestlng to compare the performance to that obtai_ed thrnugh

i!-. the use of the above approximations.

., 31

__ .,2i
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V.7 Directional Effects
i

!

Briefly, there are some instances when detector b_v_or shows some

marked differences between data for failures of type (_1" 0)T# in the

pitch rate dynamics or observations, and that for failures of type (0, v2 )T,

.... in the angle of attack dy_mics or its observations. Through the study of

_ such particular features of the performance of the detectors we expect to

get some initial information on some sensitivity questions such as flexibility

orrlgldlty of the detector response to changing failures, signal-to-noise

ratios for the failures, etc.

The most interesting behavior is captured by Figures 5.24 and S.25o

They show plots of the likelihood ratios in the windows for two different

times in the _Imulations. They are both for sensor steps; Figure 5.24 is

for a 200 ' step in the pitch rate sensor end Figure 5.25 is for a 20_'q .........

step in the angle-of-attack sensor. The shape of _(k; %) as _ function

of 0 for k = 12 is seen in Figure 5.24(a) and for k : 32 in Figuze 5o24(b)

for 8 inside the window at those times. The true time of failure is 8T - 5.

Notice the monotonically decreasing shape from 8T on of the E(k; 8) for

(_I' O}T the failure. Figure 5o25(a) and 5.25(b) show the corresponding

data for a failur_ in the other direction, (0, _2)T.

Th, diff_'ence in the shape of the _(k! e) is striking° In contrast

with the first case shown in Figure 5.2 a, the second case, shown in 5.25,

is llke a decaying exponential after %T" This phenomenon becomes more

noticeable and distinctive as the size of the step failure in the sensor

is taken larger. It turns out that the flrst effect on the _(k; 8) shape

is seen in deteotion of steps in the sta_e in bot_._hhfailure directions.

Moreover, the second kind of effect is seen in the shapes of E(k! e) for

O0000002-TSG05
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detections o_ state Jumps, also in bot____hdirections. As we try to understand

!:.=
,_-.... what is going on which leads to these results we expect to clarify further

some of the interactions between detection of failures with L:., GLR methodL;,o

and peculiarities or characteristics of the specific system worked with.:i:

i!i" Some of the questions in the first paragraph are of interest here.

We can make some remarks here trying to explain the first-order com-

i,_ ponents of this behavior. In Figure 5,19 we saw the elements of the sig-

nature matrix for sensor step failures plotted versus k- 0 for the window

,: �D�x�„�slzeQonsideredo Notice that the elements GI2 and G22 , which give the

effect of a step failure in a on the residuals, tend to zero while GII and

G21, which give the effect of a step failure in q on the residuals, increase

and ret.ch non-zero values. Therefore the added components of the residuals

....due to a step in _ begin to diminish Inuuediately after they appear and,:ii!i" not being very persistent, the _(k; e) for 0 > 0T decrease faste-" than

_i!i! _(kl 8) in the case of a step in q. In the latter case, a step failure

-_:;_: in q, the added components of the residuals are persistent, if not In-

°:-i:.... creasing, and the R.(k; %) for 8 > eT decrease in value at a lower rate.7'.

-!:" While there may be other factors affecting the behavior of _(k; %), they

....,.. are secondary and modulate these first-order trends.

'o" There are ._ther small de_ails also of similar features which point

:_- out differences in detecting failures in particular directions of failure

_oi_ space. For example, in detection of sensor steps it,particular rthe £(k; e)

: (vIare larger in value, on the average, for failures In. , 0)T than for

'" _21T': failures An (0, It seems to be related to the noise handling
;T

,... capability in each case. In any case, it is necessary to understand the
':'3

:" :'_ factors at work here, as important questions on the usefulness and

.°

•:.2.
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•_ reliability of the GLR detectors are involved and their answers will yield

._ insight.
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c:: V.8 Conclusions and Future Investi_ations

:2"

:::i! As stated in Section IZZ the purpose of these sJ_ulations was to

:'--- obtain meaningful results with physical Interpretation in order to get
_.;

'= insight into the dynamics of failure detection via the GLR approach, In

.....:: . the process we have gained some experience with failure detection techniques

.: and some understanding which allows us to evaluate the performance of the

i= detectors being studied. It also helps us to find out what kinds of ques-

t:,,;, tions we should be asking as we go along.

o_ii."

2.,_ A realistic and yet simple model of an F-8 aircraft at a given ........ !
o_:.:

!': flight condition was used in simulations in which the detectors cortes- i
i

= '::......... ponding to the various failure modes studied thus far were implemented.

2" The range of failures considered provided rs with a large amount of data

which displays the basic features of the performance of the GLR detectors. /_

_'_ The qualitative analysis and physical interpretation of the simu-

.;_: lation results ha_already allowed for an initial evaluation of the

observed performance. They have also brought out some of the key factors

. determining the quality of detection. We expect to further enhance our :
_ I

::' understanding as we have more time to interpret these results and to

_::!" " integrate them with those to be obtained in the near future. 1

._2-- The overall detection performance seen is excellent for this stage
_:_-

_!i! of our research. Detection takes place in_ediately for most failures

_: " considered, certainly for the majority of those of direct interest from
"C.,

an applications point of view. Even those of very small size are still

o:i_. detectable, at least for step failures, although witL. some degradation

,' in detection performance such as delays to detection time and reduced

i_i/F
-. accuracy of the estimates. "
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_'n general, step failures ere easily detected and identified and so_.

are Jump fali,_lres of sufficient magnitude, larger tha:l 1o for example. In

the case of Jump failures those in the state are in general much easier to

detect correctly than sensor-galluses .... The noise effects are smoothed out

by the system dynamics and the Jump itself showc up as a persistent dis-

tuzbance in the measurements. Thus we already anticipate some difficulty

in distinguishing between state Jump failures and sensor step failures of

comparable size in cross-detection studies. Some initial simulation results

in which all four detectors are 2mplemented at once for a given failure

seem to bear this out. This points to the importance or necessity of using

more complex techniques to be able to improve detection and to eliminate

: redundancy. This was one of the reasons for looking at detection methods

such as the GLR approach An the first place. The use of more sophisticated

techniques in detection and estimation of failures is undoubtedly necessary

when one contemplates compensation in the filter and/or controller for self-

reorganising closed-loop systems. Otherwise one runs the risk of massive

and costly system changes without the certainty and accuracy of estimates

called for by such action and resulting in degraded, if not unstable, overall

_" system behavior.

_. The area of decision threshold selection and false alarms must be

looked at in more detail. The apparent false alarm rate._ observed in the

;: slmulation8 are higher then the computed false alarm probability, PF" We

need to study the correlations between the E(k; %)'s with both % and k

•_ varying. For the GLR method presently worked on the log-likelihood ratios .....

2
- are noncentral X random variables and obtaining their correlations is

-- difficult. This iS one of the reasons for studying the simplified GLR (SGLR) ....

.F
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method in which the failure is assumed to be of a fixed form and its estima-

tion is removed from the dete.ction process. For this technique the _(k_ 6)'s i

_ are gaussian random_variahles-_hich thercfore make8 such statistical analysis J

feasible. We hope to derive such quantities as the conditional probability

,: of a false alarm after a false alarm has occurred, the conditional probability ....:

.,£ of detection after a correct detection and other similar ones of practical

and theoretical interest.

" The SGLR will be looked at for other reasons as well. The detector

: equations are being developed for the four failure modes studied so far and

the same failures will be simulated as for the full GLR once they are
_£

ready. From the results we get we expect to be able to answer some questions

on simplifications and sensitivity. The _mount of computatlon and storage

.. necessary for implem_,nting the SGLR method is significantly less than for :_

-._ the full GLR method so that questions arise as to whether the performance .. :

&
-:_ will also degrade accordiLqly. If not, there is the possibility of u_ing
/
T_

the SGLR detectors during normal operation and of switching over to the full
1

. : GLR once detection takes place. Because of the greater ease and cost-

effectlveness of the SGLR one may be able to implement a bank of s_ch

detectors for a range of failures of interest in the monitoring phase

failure detection. There are many interesting and related questions which

remain to be asked as we get more involved in the analysis of the per-

} • foz_nce of the SGLR method of detecting failures.

-. One o£ the next areas to be _,-,rkedOF,, which is already under

_ investigation and has been mentioned is that of cross-detectlon. This
-'%- !

refers to the possibility of detecting some or all kinds of failures with

a few or one kind of detector only. This is o_ obvious interest since

1

:+. i
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i.-': ' one of the drawbacks of the GLR approach as _i_ I_ now imp!enmnted Is the

:5 fact that a detector is desiqned for each particular failure mode. _nark_
i-

" similar to the above ones t'or the SGL_ al.o apply hero except for those

_1_._ about correlations of ilk; G), a problem which remains in this case ._ince it

|: 2
.. still is a X random variable. There are tntere_ting coNisons to be

made_ once we have some data, on the minimum Implementation required to

achieve a specified performance in d.eteotion as measured in some relevant

'._, way.
.~

._" Another problem that we will be looking at in the near future is what

we call detection under mismatched conditions. Briefly, this refers to the ....

i_ question of the actual performance obtained when the real system is somewhat

"- different from the model on which our calculations for the detectors are

based. Everything is done as beforew but the measurements are made on the

_:! simulation of the aircraft at a different flight conditlon0 for example.

:: We expect the results here to tell us something about the sensitivity of

the detector performance with respect to changes in parameters of the model
o

_ which is to represent our knowledge of the real physical system. By doing

! :_ similar te_ta on the SGLR detectors we can evaluate the relative robustness

of each design to va_3ring conditions° Again these are very iml:_rl:ant

.; areas that must be investigated since they have many ramifications of

"' interest for applications.

' Still further along remains a more complete sensitivity analysis

" of bO1:h the full GLR and the 8GLR techniqueSo We expect to derive some

=' equations for +he changes in certain variable_ of interest such as

i'__• . {Clk; 8)}lj, the elements of the information matrix, and PD and PF with
1

" respect to variations in a parameter vector of importance.

'%--
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Zn order to obtain practical Insights into GLR performance, exteu_ive

simulation experience is necessary. A ein91e system provides a common basis

for con_parison and analysis. We are currently focusing our ateent_n on the

F-S aircraft as described in Chapter ZI. Simulations of a system under

different con_t_ons may have a large common data set such as the detector

mtr£ces (i.e., G(ks 0), C'l(k, 0), etc.). Hence an efficient simulation

program must be abre to take this into account to eliminate redundant

qenerat/zns of such d_ta sets. In addition, the proqra_ should be able to

handle different systems sequentially in a single run. Presently, only the

fo-,_: basic detectors (state jump, state step, sensor Jump and sensor step)

are simulated. However, other detectors such as simpl_fied GLR will be

considered soon. Therefore, the program should have enough flexibilities

to allow additions. The Multiple Detector Simulation Program (MDSP) is a

FORTRANprogram which has been developed to achieve these ob_ectives.

The _SP simulates a system with a single failure and with a set of

up to four detectors simultaneously in operation. The MDSPcan simulate

any number of systems sequentially in each run. For each system, simula-

tions can be pe;:formed with different sets of detectors, and for each

system and each set of detectors w simulations may be done with a oet of

" different fatluresw one after another. %n order to reduce redundant

computations of detector matri©eeu when detectors are used repeatedly,

all detsctors are computed before any simulation and stoced. They are

activated as needed.

knother feature of the MDSP is its ability to simulate mismatched

systems. The detectors can be computed according to one system and failure
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modo,vhile the simulations are actually of another. This optlon is aimed

at _,e study" of the sensitivity of GLR technique to system parameter

varlet/on.

The followang section will pr.sent a detailed de_rlptlon of the

features, st_ructures, function and usage of NDSP. Together with the

appendix containing the commented program code and further details in

the program algorithm, this .section provides a complete description of

_SP. Finallye some possible further additions to _SP are discussed.

Io The _SP: Detailed Des,c_ription

Rn overview of the program functions is presented in section I.lo

1.2 contains the definitions of input data and program usage.. Sect/on 1.3.

describes the structures of NDSP in detail. Precautionary rema '- _re

Imde in 1.4.

..... Note t_t this section is intended to provide a clear view of the

approach and structure of _SP and the detailed description of algorlt/_ns

is not included. The reader is referred to the commented pzogram code

in the apiw-_!x.

;. Zol Program Functions
L

_)SP simulates linear constant discrete time systems and Kalman

filters as described in Chapter-2, Furthermore, the filter is assu_d

:- to have reached a steady state; hence the filter gain K(k) bec_ne8 a=

-.

_" constant matrlx K.

- The failure modes that MDSP is able to simulate aEe state Jump,

state step, sensor Jump and sensor step failures numbered type I, 2, 3
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.2 and 4 respectively. The detectors that are based on these failure modes

: are numbered type 1, 2, 3 and 4 representing state Juqp, s_ate step, sensor

,: JUatlpand sensor step detectors respectively. More detailed mo4el descrip-

_. tion of the failures may be found in Chapter 2.

_ = The sequence of operattom of MDSPmay be traced through by following

:- the function flow diaqr_am (Figure 6.11. :It is helpful to bear In mind

: that NDSP is divided into six blocks 10, 1, 2u 3, 4, 51 each having a .....

: different function. After initialisations in block 0, the system and filter ......
4'

"." matrices are read in (block 11. All the detector matrices required in the

,:f subsequent simulations" are computed according to this system and filter

...._.: (block 21. If a misaatched system simulation is not chosen_ the program

_ pr_eeds to set up the bank of detectors (the detectors chosen to operate

_ * simultaneously during a simulation) in block 3. Otherwise, the mismatched

:_. system and falter matrices are read in (block O), replacing the previous

F system and filter, before setting up the detector bank. The new system

_:._ and filter aL'ethe ones to be slmulated; the old system and filter are

.y

--..-- the ones the detector system Is based upon. Then the aimulations of the

.- system, filter and detector b_mk are performed in block 5 with each of the

:: designated failuresInputed in binck 4. During the simulation, outPUtS

: consisting of detector decision, values of the likelihood ratio, etc., are

:.,_ "alsO provided. After all the simulations of the failures are processed,

,_._.: the program proceeds to determine if another detector bank h_s been chosen

:; by the user. If so, the new detector bank is set up (block 31 and the

r . cycle repeats. Otherwise MDSP wall determine (through data cards) if

:,".... _no_her system is to be considered. If so, the pro_esS after inltlallsa-

i'_: tlon is repeated. Otherwise, MDSPwill terminate execution.

'2 ._

......... ........ • - :-
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Executio_ of the proqram is controlled by variables in the input

data set which caJ! be categorized into four subsetst

(I) System and Filter Matrices I/0

LNS - IaS a 9 signals that execution will terminate after the

__ present system has been simulated. Otherwise, the program

will proceed to consider a new system after the present one.

ZHEAD - An integer array containing the heading or title of the

systems its maximum length is 68 characters.

NX - dimension of state vector

NZ -dimension of sensor vector

lOS - I/O control variable of matrices=

IOS = 4 - read and write matrices with title cards

lOS - 5 - read matrices with title cards.

LSS - mismatch control. If LSS - 0, no mismatched system slmu-

lation will be performed. A nonzero value indicates a

mismatched Simulation.

10N - Z/O control variable of matrices of the mismatched system!

it takes the same values and meaning as ZO8.

These variables a_ all entered on one card with the following formats

READ (5_ ll) LNS, IHEAD, NX, NZ, IOS, LSS, IOM

IIFORMAT (II, IX, 17A4, 2(12, IX), IX_ 311)

In addition, we have the matrix variablest

:'.

°

:!

_5

• , ,-.±.. . ....
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_-" PHI- _

; H" H

_ GNX - GI_

.- GNZ - GNZ

" FK-K

-,.:- PP - PlkJk-l) in steady state, i.e. k_

-_" P - PlkJk) in steady state

:__ All of these matrices are read in and printed out using the subroutine

': MRTIO. The formats involved are:

z Title Card:

.i-_ READ (5, 10021

-_ 1002 FORMAT (IX, 79H)

i_,". WP.ZTE15, 10021

,'_- Matrix entries:
• o

_if-
-. Each row of a matrix is started on a new card; a row containing

.--y

:__'-_ more elements than a single card can hold may use as many cards as :equired

- I000 FORMAT 18E10.01

:; (Zl] Computation and Storage of Detector _trlces

-.o

;_': This set of data is entered via a namelist, DETCMPand hence follows

',..) the namellst input format.

_,: NUD - number of deteotors to be co._guted and stored.

,?. IOD - [O]*. matput control of detector matrices. If IOD _ O,

: no p=lnting of matrices is done. A nonzero value will cause
' r

-.7- _
!
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,}: -. the printing of G(k-e) for k-e - O, 1, ... M(_) (see below

_ for definition of M(I), N(I) and c'l(k - 6} for k -6 -°

/"_':- N(l|_ N(1)+l, .o. HI1). Simple modifications may be made

10 "'":_':" to point out other matrices such as Flk-e), G_ (k-SlY" etc•

7. XD - (1) An array oontainlnq the detector type number _o be

computed°_ ,.

®-

: M - [I_. array of the Mi values In the detector window specification.

'- N _ [.0.]array of the Ni values in the detector window specification•

_,:i_ {ZDIZ), M(1), N(1)} specify the type and window of the Xth detector
,i.......

:_ in storage.

* [ ] contains the default values if no value is specified on

o -

::._2 data card. The variables ID, M and N are arrays and each element '

_'- in these arrays takes a default value as indicated in the brackets.

_  ¤�”�(IXI)Det_.ctor Selection

_- This da_a set is also entered via a namelist, DETSZL, which spe-

_ .... cifies the detector bank for simulation.

_:-- LND - |01. LND - 9 indicates the end of simulation of the present

.... system. Otherwise, a new detector bank is chosen for s£mu-

_- latAonand At is specifiedAn thisnamIist,

il) iN - array containing the detector types in the bank.
_'

_" MS - [Ill. array of the M- values of the detectors in the bank.

_:_- NS - [0]. array of the N_ values of the detectors in the bank.
£

; @, 2"

*; Y....
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EP - [6]. array of _LR threshold values for the d_tector in the

" bank.

': {IDSll), MSII), NS(I), EPII)} specifies the I th detector in the

- bank. The detector bank should only conta£_ detectors that are in storage
!=

I_ and possibly with windows that are smaller than the corresponding ones in

_: storage but these windows must be contained in the ones in storage.

I_,=- (IV) Failure and Simulation Data _

_'" This set is entered via the namelist FASIM.

i "

I- LNF - [0]. LNF - 9 indicates the en_ of simulation with the present
|i-

ii_' detector bank. Otherwise, simulation is to be performed with

.... the true failure specified in this namellst. ..

IOP - [2]. Out_ option for detector decision; it can take on ....

_ posslble values (I, 2, 31. The options are explained in the

_- next section under block 5.
_,_'

.

ii'7 IFL- [11. the type of failure to be simulated.

,! ......

.... KTF- [31. the true failure time ( >_11

: NKM- [15]. time after which simulation is to stop.

:i; RNU - [0]. failure vector V (of type ILF).

iii Iv) captions

i:,_- This data set is constant and is read in only once and before all

_: .... other data. It cons£ste of two integer arrays, ITYPE and IDET which

_--.... _ontaln charactirs that are to be printed at appropriate places of the

_-- output as captions.

O0000003-TSAO8
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.._ ITYPE - a 5x4 array with contents,

•-- locations contents

: IT YPEll,I) for I - 1,2,...5 JUMP IN STATE AT

- ZTYPEIZ,2) for I - 1,2,...5 STEP IN STATE AT

.._r ITYPEIZ,3) for I - 1,2,• ,5 _UMP IN SENSOR AT

.; ITYPEII,4) for I _ 1,2,...5 STEP IN SENSOR AT

l

: IDET - a 5x4 array with contents:

::_; locations contents

: ZDET(Z,I) for Z - 1,2,0•.5 STATE JUMP DETECTOR
q

-- IDET(I,2) for I - 1,2,o•o5 STATE STEP DETECTOR :......
__",T-

IDET(I,3) for I - I,2,°o•5 SENSOR JUMP DETECTOR

•!_. ZDETII,4) for I - 1,2,o.._ SENSOR STEP DETECTOR

_:_ Under this setup, the sub-array of ITYPE with a fail_ire type

::i;'i_ number as the constal_t second array index contains the description ....

:- in worda of the fallute type. As a result, the failure description is

..._ indexed by the failure type number. IDET and detector type number have

':- the same relationship as ITYPE with failure type number.

: _ For the present version of MDSP, detector type as well as failure

_: type can take on four valuesz l, 2, 3, 4 representing the four basic

!o.-.'_a. typess state _ump, state step, sensor Jump and sensor step respectively.

,;_ Note that the main program control variables are the flags LNS, LSS, LND

u,F.

_•[" To i_lustrate the o.-derlngof these input data, the following _

_: example is included.

,!

,o o_. _ ,............................. .
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_-_,,:
-_ .: Z•3 Program Strueturo

_'" MDSP is divided into six blocks that interact with one another much

!:,_." like subroutines. The subroutine approach is not employed due to thf_ need

to pass a large number of arguments and the number involved. The blocks

:_._':: are sepazated clearZy both functionally and physically so as to fr,cilitate

_ ._._ the understanding of the p_ogram. The one disadvantage is that __ttent£on
:_°

°i' ; must be paid to var£abZe names so that the_ are not used for d_ _ferent quan-

,,_. titles in future alterations of the program.
- 2'.."

:-'- The six blocks divide _e code according ,to the following conventions=

,,o

i.'_:._ statement numbers block function

*_:"- Block # frc_n to

_?'_:" 0 0 999 £nitiali_ations

_._:.:- 1 1000 1999 system and filter matrices Z/O

--J:_'_.*.' 2 2000 2999 compute and store detector matrices

_:, 3 3000 3999 detector selection

._.- 4 4000 4999 . input failure and simulation data

:_?: 5 S000 5999 simulation and output results

_- There are no intermingling and o_erlapping statements from different
:!Z,..

_!ii_i:-*- blocks and there are coluent statements separating the blocks and stating

:*::__ their functio_s. &ll former statement numbers contain at most two digits

_:_!:; v£th the most significant digit indicating the block number in Which the

2:_: format is first used and defined,
!_:_ -

,_51!_?. The following is a description of the block functions.

21::-5.:.::r
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--+ (Z) Block 0 - Zn!tialtsetions

+'
++

This block in£tiali=es some interval variables of _he program. (For !

:'°-- Ir details consult consents in program coda). The caption arrays ITYPE and

- .... IDET are initialised via read statements.
,f

(ZZ) Block 1 - System and Filter Matrices I/O .......
+-
~.

;- This block provides the code for reading in and printing out system

° and fil.ter matrices as well as the I/O for the mismatched system and filter.

._+. In fact, the same code and storage are used for the original and mismatched
l

matrices. If the n_tsmatch option is used, the original system matrices are
/

_+ erased after the detectors are calculated.

.+-;

:.- (Ill) Block 2 - Computation and Storage of Detector Matrices

::, As the execution of this block beginst the data namelist DETCMP is

read in. By detector (matrices), it is meant the matrices F lk - 0)•

++: e)v-I c'llk+;- Glk - el, G'lk - Clk - el and - 81. Even though not all of

these matrices are used in the other blocks in the present version of _SP,

-:;L all of them are stored, &nticIpating future additions that would utilize

y
_ them o:7--

._ The G matriQes of a detector are ordered in increasing value of ...

+_ k - e and stored in a section of a big storage area for the G matrices of 1

all the detectors chosen to be stored. Pointers are created to indicate 1

i
:,_ the beginning of the sections for different detectors° Other detector !

+: matrices are likewise stored. The term "pointer" has the meaning of an

"offset" thEoughout the content of this documentation. Rather than

+i++ pointing directly to any section, the pointer provides the storage space

to be skipped from the very beginning of the big storage to get to the

: +it

:-2: '
: :++_
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___ section, We have the following relation of storage and pointer_o

- po_.nters
:_ matrix name of the name off the assoclsted wlth

" type single matrix big storage the storage•" in program

,: F (k-O) F FS LF

" G;k-e) G GS LG

,,_- (k.O)V-I•- G' GTVZN GVS LV

., C(k-O) C CS LC
V

" C"1(k-el cnw czs arc

_°

•_.'" Note that the poAnters are in £act arrays.

:- Recall that the dlmensAon of the G matrix depends on the type of:

.'- failure assumed, (NZ) x (NX) for state failures and (NZ) x [HZ} for sensor

./._ failures. _ence_ the second d_nension varies frc_ detector to detector
d

• '- and ts stored in an array LNZ. Then £or the %th detector, we have the

_.:. followAng speo£££cations and po£nters,
2,.::-:

::'_- {Z4:)13:1,x(l), ttlz), laZlz), r.Glz), M_'(I), nclz), LVl]:)}.

::_:.r• The sales of the sections in storages may be determined as £ollowsz

_::--..... Storage si:e of section

!_:. Fs (tcx) * (Ml_r) + 11

_il! os ,...)• ,.,_). _)
Y_:,; C$, CXS LN;,lZ) * (MIll - Lq(I) + 1}

, :::,, .....

.-°

2
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According to the previously defined nature of the pointers, we h_ve

LG(1) ,7 LF(1) - LC(1) _ LV(1) - 0

The value of the (I+l)st pointer is e_ual to the value _f the Ith pointer

plus the eize of the Ith section.

For nonzero values of IOD, GS and CIS are printed. However, other

storages may also be printed with some very simple addition to MDSP.

(IV) Detector Selection

The nameltst DETSEL is read in at the beginning o_" the _k.

Since all the detectors have been computed and steered, any selection

of these detectors only involves the correct identification of pointers,

For each value in IDS t"-_dieating the detector ty_e) the array ID is

searched for the same value. Then corresponding values in the pointer

arrays set up in block 2 are assigned to a new set of pointer arrays.

Considex the %th detector in the detector bank. If O is the index of ID

e_ach that

zos(z) - ZD(O)

then _e set

JG(Z) - LG(J)

Jt,'(z) - z,F(3)

Jc(z) = z,c(J)+ (NS(Z) -_(Z)) * LNZ(_)

_v(x) - Lv(J)

_z(z) - Lsz(J)

If IDS(I) does not have a matching value in ID or [MS(I), NS(I)] is

not compatiblevZth |)t(J), N(_)}, i.e. HS(Z) > M(J) and/or SSiI) < N(J)

00000003-T.gA14
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then INS(I) Is dropped and the following values in IDS, MS, and NS are

moved up in the arrays while a message is printed indicating s_ch incom-

patibilityo Then NUDS is also decremented by 1.

Since we allow NS(I) > N(J), the first C matrix in CS we want

considered is NS(I) - N(J) matrices after the beginning of the section.

Hence, JC(1) - LC(I) + (NS(I) - N(J)) * LNZ(J).

(Ns( :)-H (_)) *LN2(J)

I

: In addition, two more pointer arrays are createds JR and 3D. The

former points to GLRS (storage for Elk! 81 of all the detectors) and the

latter points to DTS (storage for d' (k; e} of the detectors}. The natuze

" of JR and JD axe similar to the othe_ pointers. The sizes of the Ith

sections In _RS and DTS are MS(I) - NS(I) + 1 and MSII) + i reepectivelyo

} The detector bank specifications lIDS, MS, NS) are printed for

eacy reference.

!
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-_ (V) Block 4 - Input Failure and Simulation date

Here the namelist F&SIM is read in and information contaJ_led in

: FASIM is printed out .*or easy reference.

(VII Block 5 - Simulation and Output

This block consists of four sub-blocks: (a) system and filter

• sJJnular.ton, Cb) generation of £(k; 6) for the detectors in the bank,

_: (el detector decisions, and (d) output.

a (a) System and filter simulation

:' The system is simulated with the failure specified in block 4. The

;" filter generates the residual necessary for the detectors. The algorithms

2'" '

-. involved are simple and the code is self-explanatory.

:...-
.: '(hi Generation of ilk; O)

:-" The computa_.ion of dlk# el and _(k; el is straightforward. However,

'" " the manipulation of quantities in the storage DTS is involved and is
,:.

*; explained in detail in the appendix. This sub-block generates the
_7

g

_ dlk; el's and _(k; el's for the detectors in the bank via subroutine
..-_

-- _'_Ll.l.s t.o_

• (c) Detector Decision
.;
3"

The GLRS array £s examined to determine if .any _(k; el is greater

-:- than the thresholds (EP). The number of _(k; el crossing the threshold

"_" is recorded for each detector and the five times (values of e) thlt have

: the largest _(k; el exceeding the threshold for each detector are

,_ ordered in dscrea_Ln.a values of _(k; el.
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! -" A maximum likelihood estimate (HLE) of the failure vector

i:- is made for the e the has the largest £(k;e} by each of the detectors that

i_:i- detects a failure (i.e. having some _(kje) exceeding the threshold).

i-_," (d) Outer . ....

i-_- Presently there are three output options all of which de._l with the_-_/-

_:": plotting of GLR bar graphs. At each time step, the tine and the Ea].I:_

....g filter residual y are printed. For all three options t if no _(k:e) crosses •

_-":. the threshold for a detector, nothing is printed for that detector.

....__.: Otherwise the following is printed for the detector:
L

-. 1. detector number - Is the number O such that IDSIJ) specifies the

4Or_:: present detector and hence is not the type number. This is done

:- because the detector bank ma¥ contain two detectors of the same

_-,." type but having different windows. Then the type number As not
! ?
i.a- ....

_. a good identification. (The correspondence between a detector,

:,L its description (type window and threshold) and its detector
,1%

: _,_ number in the bank were pointed as block 3 was executed}

i 2. the _argest ilk,elvalue.
!

' 3. the five values of e having the largest E(k_e) exceeding the _ ._.?i
i:','2.

i:. threshold ordered in decreasing values Of £(k;6_ "-c_._
,- _i_.._

._' 4. MLE of the. failure veoto_ (RNUE is the estimate in the program}.

.:%

i

h ':;
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........ Block 5: Simulation and Output

-:.- initialization

_oi_.:.

.:=_/_. Simulation of system and filter
_? _._

_ ,++ .

of dlk;8) and £(k;e)

.... detection decision

.. ,_ output

_.%...

:' time up
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._. For the bar gravh output:

. Option 1 (IOl_l) - no plotinq of bee graph,

!i Option 2 (ZOP=2) - plot ilk;e)'s for all detectors in simulation

- if any detector detects a failure.

Option 3 (IOPm3) - plot g(k;8)'s for all detectors in bank at all

times,

For a detector that does not signal a failure (no £(k;e) exceeds

threshold),the bar graph of £(k;8) is scaled as the threshold equivalent

to full scale. Otherwise,. the largest £(k;8) is the gull scale value.

., 1.4 Words of Caution

: _DSP manipulates a large number of arrays. Hence, much attention

should be paid to the dimensioning of arrays to a,_id painful error such

" as writing over onto other arrays, l_ales and advice:s may be found in the

commants in the code.

: Many of the matrix manipulations _n the program employ subroutines

developed at the Electronic Systems Laboratory (ESL), N.I.T. (e.g. MATIO,

_, _/L, MAT4, etc). The ESL has also developed discretization and Kalman
C
. filter gain com_utation packages which were used in obtaining the system
.- •

and filte_ matrices of the second order F-8 in our simulation studies.

_)SP is compatiblo with the above packages...c

_ The subroutine, GAUSS, used by MDSP to generate random numbers is a

: subroutine from the IBM sclanttfic package.

:T.
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._: ....... II, Flexibility for further Nodules

,: .... The block structure of the program has no complicated inter-block

; interactions. This facilitates the additions of further modules as new

c ............. blocks. The lack of £ntertaining logic in MDSP (eXcept in Block 5 where

:_ the d' (k;e) vector are gel_e_ated and where detector decisions are made;

=_i_, but both of these processes are self-contained units) makes the addition

:.; of sub-blocks simple.
.r

_".'_ Presently the addition of simplif£ad GLR detectors to MDSP is being

_i:_ considered. Computation of the two probabilities, PD and PF of the
_°

_ detectors and simulation of multiple failures are examples of possible
,o

:-_ additions and expansions of MDSP. Furthermore, MDSP may be easily modified

:_:'_ to accept residuals of the Kalman filter from an external source, making

__ it possible _ be used in oonjunc_ion with, for instance, a non linear

ii_ simulation.

m:.:.

i"}.

.°

o_
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VII. Future Work

Based on the results outlined in this report, we plan to consider the

following issues.

Task 01: Cross-Detection and Wrong-Ttm_ Probability Calculations. We

plan to apply the tschni_es outlined in Section II to the simplified F-8

a_delo

TaSk 02: Measure of Failure Mode Indistinguishability. Motivated by the

cross deteotlon problem, we are planning to develop a measure of mode

indlsclngulshability. Our initial attempts will involve the use of inner

products of failure signatures and the definition of "orthoqonal failure

modes." We hope to develop a Gram-Sehmidt Orthonormalization Procedure
'f: •

for a set of failure modes. The idea here is to determine a transformed

set.of slgnattuces so that only one likelihood ratio will become large when

any partlcular failurp occurs. This will greatly simplify the resulting

detector decision logic. In addition, this study Can lead to the determi-

nation of a small set of "universal signatures," which can be used to

detect a wide vazlety of failure, the idea being to use these signatures to

detect failures with subsequent isolation provided by correlating residuals

with a lar_er set .of signatures.

Task #3.: $equontlal Probabilities for SGLR. In Sectlom II and IV, we

noted _hat if one utillsad the "window" approach to GLR, one would need to

calculate _ probabilities that llkeLiho_d ratios _(k;%) exceed some

,i "~_
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threshold. In addition, at the end of Section IV, we proposed a possible

detection scheme that requires K likelihood ratios to exceed a threshold.

By doing this, we may reduce false alarm problems substantially. Recall

that in Section V we obsez-Ted that false alarms occurred in bursts -- i.e.

one bad data point would successively trigger off a number of alarms. _le

approach outlined in Section ZV would help minimize this problem. We also •

note that, as described in Section Ve the shape of the set of £(k;8) after
L

a failure is quite distinctive and £s much less so when false alarms occur.

Thus, it is clear that a study of the correlation behavior of the LR's

would be extremely useful in allowing one to utilize the GLR data in an

optimum manner° However, as mentioned in Section It, the LR!s in the full

2
GLR case are noncentral X variables, and the study of correlated variables

of this type is quite difficult. Thus, we propose to study these questions

for SGLR+ where all of the variables are Gaussian. We feel that SGLR is

"close enough e to GLR so that our analysis will be valid (in general terms)

for full GLR as well. Thus, we plan to exmine the sequential correlation

of SGLR'e and to use this information in the development of efficient detec-

tion rules. In addition+ one of our first uses of this information will be

in the calculation of delay time in detection -- i.e. the calculation of
.7

+- I 1..:+ Prob _(k;B)>£ _18181,.,.,_1k-I;81<_; and a failure

is V occurred at time $

_' We feel that this tas._ will provide some of the most useful tools for future

-.+ development of the GLR technique.

%

+.
++

_+

, o + ...... .: .. -+ _'"_+ ..... :_ + .,,-'_+=+.:+.. , :...:.++::..+,:;, ..+,:. +. :.:,+ _+. ,. ._ , _r'+ ._' ' _ _+ ++ --+ "_ --
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_'- Task 04: Cross Detection Simulation Studies• We plan to run a series of

i,_ simulation runs using the simplified F-8 model in order to study the

_-- qualitative properties of GLR cross detection. We hope that these results,

}:_ togetherwith the Indistinguishahili_y_r_sultsfrom Task #2 and the analytical
!i J- ...................................

! :_ tOO1 of Task 13 will allow us to develop a method for ._Inlmizing the cross

"_'-, .- detection effect•

"" Task #5: Sensitivity Studies a_ Simulations• One of the key unansweredi,-°

':-_ questions is the robustness of GLR to model errors. We plan to run a series

..... of simulations in which the GLR is designed based on the linearised F-8

'>':" dynamlcs at one flight condition, while the plane i's actually at a second

_ condition •

•- Task #6: Simulatlons of SGLR. It has been conjectured that SGLR, while

:i,.- not as accurate a detector as GLR, might be far less sensitive to parameter

- errors• We plan to implement a set of SGLR simulation routines and to

k:
i - run a series of simulations in order to study the utility of this method.

:i:- Task #7: Development of Several Pedagogical Examples. The GLR approach

as we have been developing it has a number of aspects that are somewhat

._:.............. subtle• We feel that in order to clarify these issues, it would be nice
?4"

,_. ,--o to have several very simple test problems that make the various points

.... relatively easy to observe• We have already done this once (in Section V)

_,.-_": _td will attempt to find several other test problems that illustrate key

° .i:

_o

o

| ,, , ........... . ............. . ........ ' ,
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There are clearly a number of other issues that must be considered in

this study! however, the above represent those tasks we plan to complete

during the present 9_ant period. A full set of additional tasks will be ,_

spelled out in the proposal for continuation of the grant. ,.,

I

!i

9
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": = Appendix

t

,_,- i. Algorithms in MDSP

;.4 kll the algorithms used in the MDSP are stralghforward except the

.)i! generation of dlk_e) and llk_9) in block 5. The computation of dlk;e)

:': l_ performed in the subroutines GENDLRcalled in block 5 according to

,..... . the formulae t
i h--

_- Ill dlk h�´�`dlklrO) + G* (k+l-e) (k+l)

"" C"1 (k+l;_:_' 121 J_lk+l;_) - d' (k+l;_) _)dlk+llO)

ik"

,!7_ d (k! el may be expressed alternately as:
Lm

'_f (3) d(k;e) = G" (J-e)V"

' e-

i i"
i ,,;: For a feasible realization of the GLR detection scheme, a finite size

i :,.:; window characterized by k-M<.8<k-N Is used. The computation of dlk;_)

i:.;_ requires k-e+l data points and In particular, dlklk-M) requires M+I data

_ points from k-M to k. Consequently, the actual window k-M<e<-N huplles an

_i!._. affective window k-M<__<_k within which all the d's have to be stored to

;_:: utilize formula 11). (&lternatively, M+l _'s would have to be stored to

fomula (31 1.

_ There are several ways to store the d*s in the effective window to
: °

,_ conserve ato_age. The scheme employed in MDSP is as follows. Consider

_- �0.��„�thesection of DTS (storage of d*s for the whole detector bank) for the

i? lth detector In the banks "_i

! ]:-- i

i ?
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DT9
,_DIz)

I I

d' (klk'M)

d _ (k _k-M+l) .__

.. it

d' (k_k-,,l)

At tame k+l, d(ksk-M+l) through d(k_k) may be incremented to form

the M d's for the effective window at k+l via the recursive formula (l).

However, d(k_k-M) is n_t used since its _nczementat£on gives d(k+ljk-M)

indicating an observation point outside the effective window into the

past and hence a point outside the actual window. But this storage space

is now used for d(k+lIk+l), a new point in the effective window

acquired through the sliding of the window. Continuing this "replacement"

process_ the same section of DTS at various times containss

DTS

3D , , i |

de_(kJk-M) d' (k+l,k+l) d' (k+M|k+1) de (k+l_e.lsk+l)

d', (klk-M+l_) d' (k+llk-M+l) d (k+Mfk+2), d' (k+M+lfk+2!

. ." ... • •

d _ (klk-l) _ d" (k+lsk-1) d o (k+M_k+M) d _ (k+M+ljk4M)

d e (k/k) , |e (k+l_k) d _ (k+MFk) d' (k+M+l{ k+M+l)

k k+l k+M k+M+l

................................... :o. c,_.'x___ .......
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_ffactively we have treateA this section of storaqe as "closed-end" or

"circular" stem°age.

OD(:) _(z)+M+l

JD(Z) p�_,TDII)+H

3D(I)+2 JD(I)+M-1

To be able to tell where the ends of the effective window are, we

defined another offset array 3S. (JD(I) + JS(l)] points to the farthest

point into the past in the effective window. Hence JS(I) is an offset

from the pointer JD(Z). Other points it,the window may be easily located

_eating the storage section as a "circular" storage.

AS each detector is activated, there is a transient during which

the effective window is not filled i.e. there in _m such that O<m<M and

o

0-k-M<k O, the starting time. Hence, during the transient, the effective
L"

- windows is smaller than it is later. As time progresses, the effective

i window g_a until It reaohes its full size (M+I). Therefore, we define

: an array ON to record the slses of _t_ effective windows of the detectors

; In the bank from the starting time on. The effect of 35 and JM on the

_._ storage section may be best visualised via a diagram. For simplicity, we

_- let H-3, .........

i

2
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,.re(Z)
_lt (1_11 c1,.12,11 :1, 13,1)o :1' (4wl) d' (5,5)

_ d' (2.2) :1, (3,2) :1' (4.2) d I (5,2)

:1' (3,3) :1' (4.3) _, (5,3)

-- d' (4.4) d' (5,4)

tire _ 2 3 4 5

" DTS

aD(z) -
It (6,5) _ (7,51 _' 18.51 ' d i (9,9) d"(lO,g)

• 5" 16,6) d' (7,6) d' 18,61 d' 19,61 d' 110.,10)

: |*(6,3) d*(7,71 d'(8,7) d* (9,71 d*(10,7)
-.

_" t t 1_,41 d' 17,4) d' 18,81 d' 19,81 _. d' 110,81

.. time 6 7 8 9 10

JD(I) + a_(Z)

:-. --o s JDlzI + 3slI)

:£"...... Note that JM(I) is set to M for k>M+l. After the transient (M+I time steps),

JSII) Is reset to zero evez_ M+I time steps slmulating the "circular" effect
.__-

_'. Of the storage.

.'!°

= For each new set of d's, a set of £'s _s computed for the actual window

(_,e, k-M<8<k-N) and stored in the GLRS array in the followlng manner:

.?
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"- JR(z)

: I I I I
_-_. Elk;k-N) J_(k:k-N-l) bE(k;k-M+l) Elk;k-M)

" Except the updating of JS and 3M as time progresses,, the process

:!_ described in this section is carried out by the subroutine GENDLR.

iz

2./"

._.!_

,i
-2::

•_ ...............................................:_-.
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